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Initially proposed in 2001, the Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act 

(DREAM Act) continues to be relevant after nearly 20 years of debate. The year 2010 was 

significant because there seemed to be some possibility of passage. This study investigated the 

ways in which the DREAM Act discourse was framed that year by supporters and opponents. 

Selected Congressional speeches of three supporters and three opponents were analyzed using 

the approach to frame analysis developed by Schön and Rein. Accordingly, attention went to 

each individual’s metacultural frame (i.e., culturally shared beliefs), policy frame (i.e., 

identification of problem and presentation of possible solution), and rhetorical frame (i.e., means 

of persuading the audience). Attention also went to the shared framing among supporters and the 

shared framing among opponents as well as differences in framing across the two groups. 

Although speakers varied in framing the issue, there were commonalities within groups and 

contrasts between groups. For supporters, the metacultural frame emphasized equity/equal 

opportunity, fairness, and rule of law; for opponents, the metacultural frame stressed rule of law, 

patriotism, and national security. For supporters, the policy frame underscored unfairness as the 

problem and the DREAM Act as the solution; for opponents, the policy frame emphasized the 

DREAM Act as the problem and defeating the DREAM Act as the solution. Rhetorical frames 

also differed, with the supporters making much use of testimonial examples and the opponents 

making much use of hyperbole. The study illustrates (1) how the same named values and beliefs 

can have dramatically different interpretations in metacultural framing, as were the case for rule 

of law and American dream in this discourse; (2) how the crux of an issue and its intractability 



 

can be seen by looking at how the problem is posed and how the solution is argued, and (3) how 

speakers strengthen their claims with particular kinds of rhetorical devices. Through descriptions 

of political positioning on the DREAM Act, the study contributes to understandings of ongoing 

issues regarding the lives of undocumented young people who have received and are receiving 

education in the U.S. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE DISSERTATION 

For this study, I explored the discourse regarding the Congressional speeches on the 2010 

Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors (DREAM) Act, basing my approach on 

Schön and Rein’s (1994; Rein & Schön, 1993, 1996) conception of framing. The study was an 

investigation of how discourse was framed by major supporters and opponents in their 

Congressional speeches. The focus was on the year 2010, when the legislation passed in the 

House but was defeated in the Senate. In the history of the DREAM Act, this was the first time 

as well as the last time when the federal bill was passed by one of the Congressional bodies in 

the U.S. My report of this inquiry is formatted as a research article for a journal. Following the 

article are appendices that include the following: Background of the DREAM Act, DREAM-

Related Issues Explored in Prior Scholarship, the DREAM Act of 2010 (H.R. 5281), Brief 

Information about the Speakers, Major Rhetorical Devices Used in the Speeches, Frequency of 

Elements in the Discourse Frames, Scripts from the Congressional Record, and Comprehensive 

Reference List. 
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FRAMING THE DREAM ACT: AN ANALYSIS OF CONGRESSIONAL SPEECHES 

Abstract 

This study of discourse framing, focusing on the Congressional speeches in 2010, 

examined how supporters and opponents of the proposed Development, Relief, and Education 

for Alien Minors Act framed their discourse. Following Schön and Rein’s analytic approach to 

framing, attention went to six speakers’ metacultural frames, policy frames, and rhetorical 

frames. Analyses showed that three supporters framed their discourse in ways that differed 

dramatically from those of three opponents, although all drew upon many of the same elements 

and facts. Whereas most speakers from both sides tended to ground their positions in the rule of 

law, interpretations of the rule of law differed. Regarding problem posed and solution offered, 

what was problematic to supporters was the solution for opponents, and vice versa. All speakers 

used a variety of rhetorical devices, but some particular devices characterized the discourse of 

one group and not the other. The study contributes to understanding of the ongoing policy issue 

regarding the lives of undocumented young people and their access to education in the U.S. 

 

Introduction 

The current contentious topic of immigration reform in the U.S. has been hotly debated 

and has been intertwined with other major issues of education, including equity and diversity as 

they relate to undocumented students. Issues of immigration reform have been researched over 

the years by a large number of scholars, including, for example, Chuang and Roemer (2015), 

Bruno (2010, 2011, 2012), Flores (2010a, 2010b), Green (2016), Olivas (2004, 2007, 2009a, 

2009b, 2011), Pérez (2014), and White (2016). Much of the controversy has centered on what is 

called the DREAM Act, an acronym for the Development, Relief, and Education for Alien 
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Minors Act. Much of the controversy today still refers to the DREAM Act. What is to happen to 

undocumented youth who have lived their lives in the U.S. and who came to the U.S. as children 

with their parents? These are young people who, for the most part, have been educated in the 

U.S. schools and who now seek higher education, military service, or job opportunities. Even 

though the Supreme Court’s Plyler v. Doe in 1982 declared that all students were guaranteed a 

K-12 education regardless of their immigration status, equal opportunity in higher education was 

not guaranteed to undocumented students. 

 

Background 

The Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA) of 1996 had 

toughened immigration laws by eliminating the previous practice of allowing people without 

legal status to stay if they did not have a criminal history. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, 

concerns were being raised about what would happen to the young people without legal status 

who had entered the U.S. as children when their parents came. Would higher education, 

employment, and military service be possible for them? Several bills preventing deportation of 

these young people and providing a path to citizenship were proposed in the House of 

Representatives in 2001. For the bill presented that year in the House, the term DREAM Act was 

not used, and the bill did not pass.  

The first use of that term came in a Senate bill later in 2001. The DREAM Act of 2001, 

S. 1291, was proposed to repeal the portion of the 1996 IIRIRA that related to these young 

people. Regarding higher education, it would “permit states to determine state residency for 

higher education purposes and to authorize the cancellation of removal and adjustment of status 

of certain alien college-bound students who are long-term United States residents” (S. 1291, 
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2001, p. 1). Senate Bill 1291 was intended to provide young undocumented immigrants between 

ages of 12 and 20 with conditional residency initially but permanent residency after they met 

certain qualification. In addition to the residency, it would allow these young people to receive 

in-state tuition rates in higher education. At the state level, back in 2001 and 2002, several states 

implemented state-level DREAM Acts, which allow undocumented students to pay in-state 

tuition rates in public universities. Following the federal bills of 2001, there were additional 

versions of the DREAM Act in 2003, 2005, 2007, 2009, and 2010.  

 

The 2010 DREAM Act and Subsequent Initiatives 

Although there had been all those previous attempts at DREAM Act legislation, 2010 

was a major year because, that year, there seemed to be some possibility of passage. The House 

version of the DREAM Act, H.R. 5281, was originally introduced as the Removal Clarification 

Act of 2010. Compared to previous versions, H.R. 5281 contained several compromising 

features. First, H.R. 5281 did not seek to repeal the 1996 IIRIRA. Second, compared to the 2009 

versions, the upper age limit of recipients was lowered from 35 to 30. In addition, there was an 

indication of conditional legal status before legal permanent resident status of the recipients. It 

passed the House of Representatives on December 8 and later became the DREAM Act of 2010. 

The beneficiaries of H.R. 5281 would have been the undocumented youth who had to meet the 

following criteria: have proof of having arrived in the U.S. before age 16; be between the ages of 

12 and 29 at the time of the bill’s enactment; have proof of residence in the U.S. for five 

consecutive years; have graduated from a high school or have obtained a General Educational 

Development (GED) or have been admitted to a higher education institution in the U.S; and be of 
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good moral characters since the initial arrival. The beneficiaries had to finish two years of 

college or military service before beginning the legalization process for permanent residency. 

Although H.R. 5281 differed in some respects from previous versions, essential elements 

included educational equity in higher education, financial support, and possible permanent 

residency for undocumented youth. Despite passage in the House, the Senate version, S. 3992, 

which had almost identical contents to H.R. 5281, did not pass the Senate. There was a revised 

version of the bill that did not pass either the House or the Senate in 2011. In 2012, President 

Obama issued the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrival (DACA) as an executive order.  

The most recent version, as of this writing, was introduced as S.1615 in July, 2017. As 

noted by the National Immigration Law Center (2017), the DREAM Act of 2017 has stronger 

benefits for undocumented youth than the previous bills proposed since 2010. First, this version 

puts the statement to repeal the 1996 IIRIRA back to the bill. Second, legal permanent resident 

status is given based on employment; that is, the recipients do not have to complete two years of 

higher education or join the military. Third, anyone who entered the U.S. before 18th birthday 

could qualify with no upper age limit. During 2017, much of the discussion regarding the 

DREAMers has focused on DACA (Deferred Action for Childhood Arrival), which was 

rescinded by President Donald Trump in September, 2017. It is due to expire March 2018.  

 

Overview of the Study 

The study I report here was an analysis of the Congressional discourse surrounding the 

federal DREAM Act of 2010—pros and cons—to see how the policy discourse was framed by 

major supporters and opponents. The approach of the current study was frame analysis, which 

has been widely adopted in various fields.  
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This study followed work in a tradition that often credits the notion of frame and framing 

to Bateson (1955/1972), who defined frame as “a spatial and temporal bounding of a set of 

interactive messages” (p. 191). For him, a frame establishes a boundary in portraying, viewing, 

or interpreting events, activities, and messages. Some things belong in and others do not, as with 

a picture frame. Also important is Goffman (1974), who theorized frames as a cognitive concept, 

employed in organizing experience. For Goffman, frames provide certain principles of 

organization that define the meaning and significance of actions and events. To put it differently, 

framing is recognizing and organizing occurrences in a meaningful way by providing “schemata 

of interpretation” (p. 21). Since frames organize experiences, they provide assumptions about 

what happens around us. Relevant to the current study, Lakoff (2004) indicated: “Frames are 

mental structures that shape the way we see the world. As a result, they shape the goals we seek, 

the plans we make, the way we act, and what counts as a good or bad outcome” (p. xv). 

More specifically, the approach regarding policy framing for this study was based on 

Schön and Rein’s (1994; Rein & Schön, 1993, 1996) conception of framing. Following 

Bateson’s (1955/1972) and Goffman’s (1974) theories of framing, these authors conceptualized 

the frame as an underlying structure supporting a concept, culture, system, or value. Compared to 

Bateson and Goffman, both of whom suggested framing as a theoretical concept, Schön and 

Rein’s approach included a methodological consideration as they defined frame analysis as “a 

methodology for problem setting” (Rein & Schön, 1977, p. 237). According to them, framing 

includes three major types of specific frames: metacultural frames, policy frames, and rhetorical 

frames. They defined metacultural frames as “broad, culturally shared systems of belief,” policy 

frames as frames “to construct the problem and solution of a specific policy situation,” and 

rhetorical frames as “frames that underlie the persuasive use of story and argument in policy 
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debate” (Schön & Rein, 1994, pp. 32-33). Among the three frames, metacultural frames receive 

emphasis as mainstays that shape other frames. Thus, the identification of problem and solution 

in policy frames tends to be strongly influenced by metacultural frames. Rhetorical frames are 

“constructed from the policy-relevant texts that play important roles in policy discourse, where 

the context is one of debate, persuasion, or justification. … that may be produced by a politician, 

advocate, critic, journalist, or policy intellectual” (Rein & Schön, 1996, p. 90). The authors also 

have used the term policy controversy for the disputes in which frames of contending parties 

come into conflict. As van Hulst and Yanow (2016) indicated, Schön and Rein’s research, which 

provides an approach to analysis, can be “credited with putting the idea of framing onto the 

policy analytic table” (p. 97).  

My framing analysis, which employed Schön and Rein’s (1994; Rein & Schön, 1993, 

1996) conception of framing and their approach to policy controversy and discourse, focused on 

Congressional discourse regarding the 2010 DREAM Act. I sought to see how discourse 

regarding the federal act was framed by three major supporters and three major opponents in 

their 2010 Congressional speeches in terms of their metacultural frames, policy frames, and 

rhetorical frames. In addition, I looked for commonalities in framing among those taking a 

position pro and among those taking a position con; and, finally, I studied major contrasts in 

framing across the two positions. 

My focus was on 2010, which was a special year in terms of the DREAM Act, because, 

as indicated earlier, there was a potential passage of the legislation of the DREAM Act and there 

was much attention to the proposed legislation. In fact, the only time a DREAM Act bill passed 

either one of the Congressional bodies was 2010. This study analyzed discourse frames on the 

ongoing education policy issue concerning undocumented youth and their lives in the U.S. 
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In the following I review related research relative to framing of the DREAM Act, and 

then describe the approach to the study in terms of the corpus of texts that were analyzed and the 

analytic procedures that were employed. My findings are reported in five sections: (1) framing of 

the supporters’ individual speeches, (2) framing of the opponents’ individual speeches, (3) 

supporters’ shared framing, (4) opponents’ shared framing, and (5) contrasts between the two 

groups’ frames. The conclusion discusses the findings in terms of the three frames (metacultural, 

policy, and rhetorical) and possible contributions of the study.  

 

Relevant Political Framing Research 

Over the years there have been many studies of issues regarding undocumented students. 

They have focused on such topics as demographic studies on immigrants (e.g., Batalova & Fix, 

2006; Batalova & Mittelstadt, 2012; Passel, 2005), diversity and equity for undocumented 

students in higher education (e.g., Drachman, 2006; Garcia, 2006; Morfin, Perez, Parker, Lynn, 

& Arrona, 2006; Rincon, 2008; Schmidt, 2013), and specific in-state tuition policies for 

undocumented immigrant students (e.g., Connolly, 2005; Dietrich, 2012; Olivérez, Chavez, 

Soriano, & Tierney, 2006; Pérez, 2014).  

Although these studies have some relevance to my inquiry, my primary attention in this 

review is on studies that have employed frame analysis. Studies into the framing of immigration 

issues often hearken to Gregory Bateson’s (1955/1972) conception of frame. In an observation of 

monkeys biting each other, Bateson noted that their behavior was “framed” in much the same 

way a picture is framed. The monkeys’ biting could be taken as either playing or fighting, but he 

assumed that there must have a certain way of signaling among the monkeys that distinguished 

playing from fighting. That is, he observed that the monkeys were framing their actions to signal 
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either playing or fighting. Frames determined what belonged in and what belonged out as he 

illustrated in the aforementioned picture frame metaphor. Bateson’s theorizing influenced other 

scholars, including Goffman (1974) and Schön and Rein (1994; Rein & Schön, 1993, 1996), in 

different fields who have also contributed to theories of frames and framing. 

 

Studies Based on Goffman’s Approach to Framing 

Particularly relevant to the current research are studies that have sought insights into the 

framing of immigration issues. Many of them are grounded in Goffman’s (1974) approach to 

frame analysis. Goffman defined frames as social tools for understanding and organizing 

experience in a sense that social frameworks “provide background of understanding for events 

that incorporate the will, aim, and controlling effort of an intelligence” (p. 22). He attempted to 

understand what is going on within perspectives because he believed social experience was 

governed by frames. He explained: “My aim is to try to isolate some of the basic frameworks of 

understanding available in our society for making sense out of events and to analyze the special 

vulnerabilities to which these frames of reference are subject” (p. 10). According to Goffman, by 

means of “frameworks or schemata of interpretation,” individuals “locate, perceive, identify, and 

label” events and actions in their life (p. 21); therefore, frames can function to organize 

experience and, thus, guide actions. 

The studies based on Goffman’s approach to framing include a study by Merolla, 

Ramakrishnan, and Haynes (2013), who noted the following frames in discourse on immigration: 

amnesty frame, path to citizenship frame, immigration frame, and anchor-baby frame. The 

frames were identified by analyzing the language used in media coverage, particularly such 

words as illegal, undocumented, and unauthorized. In line with Merolla et al. (2013), Haynes, 
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Merolla, and Ramakrishnan (2016) also followed in Goffman’s (1974) frame analysis tradition. 

The authors found these frames in the news media: public safety frame, rule of law frame, 

national security frame, economic cost frame, and unfairness frame. In addition, by searching for 

the U.S. Senate Floor speeches, the authors saw the differences between Republicans and 

Democrats in frequency of particular terminology: illegal and undocumented. There was a clear 

distinction, with Republicans showing a strong preference for illegal aliens and Democrats 

preferring undocumented immigrants. In sum, the use of specific terms was highly purposeful in 

framing discourse since the two terms have different connotations. While there were no value-

laden connotations in undocumented immigrants, negative connotations existed in illegal aliens. 

Also noting the effect of polarization were Klar, Robison, and Druckman (2013), who 

studied the DREAM Act policy discourse framing. They identified four specific polarized frames 

to analyze the data: “a pro strong frame (i.e., the Act will help young people by providing them 

with new opportunities),” “a con strong frame (i.e., the Act encourages illegal immigration and 

over-burdens the system),” “a pro weak frame (i.e., the public supports the Act in polls),” and “a 

con weak frame (i.e., the Act is just politics and thus poorly designed)” (p. 18). Citing Bateson 

(1955/1972), but also Goffman (1974) for their study of framing, Bloemraad, Voss, and Silva 

(2014) noted that “frames that resonated with one group often alienated others. Therefore, while 

activists and political theorists may hope that appeals to human rights can expand American 

notions of membership, such a frame does not help the immigrant rights movement” (p. 2). They 

found discourse frames focused on the economic benefits of migration vs. job competition, on 

human rights vs. citizenship appeals, and on family unity vs. deportation logics. 
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Studies Based on Lakoff’s Approach to Framing 

With an emphasis on linguistic expressions including metaphor, Lakoff and his 

colleagues (Lakoff, 2004; Lakoff & Ferguson, 2006; Lakoff & Weihling, 2012) analyzed 

discourse frames regarding immigration issues. Lakoff (2004), dealing with Presidential 

campaigns in 2003, asserted that winning or losing depended on how you frame the discourse. 

He suggested: “If you keep their language and their framing and just argue against it, you lose 

because you are reinforcing their frame” (p. 33). Based on Lakoff’s (2004) theory, Lakoff and 

Ferguson (2006) found various frames including illegal frame, security frame, and amnesty 

frame to be particularly dominant in discourse regarding immigration. The researchers identified 

these frames by noting use of certain terms, including amnesty, undocumented immigrants, 

undocumented workers, illegal immigrant, illegal alien, illegals, and border security.  

Criticizing President Obama’s speech on immigration, Lakoff and Weihling (2012) found 

criminal frame and path to citizenship frame, both of which functioned as negative frames 

against undocumented immigrants and the DREAM Act. The authors’ argument was that 

conservatives had carefully selected their words, such as alien, amnesty, and illegal, to 

strengthen bigotry within the criminal frame. They concluded that spreading the appreciation 

frame instead of criminal frame would be one of the solutions to overcome bigotry.  

Two other studies should be mentioned. Grounded on Lakoff and his colleagues’ analytic 

approach, Cook (2010) discussed the DREAM supporters’ dilemma in framing immigrants’ 

human rights. Also based on Lakoff’s (2004) theory of framing, Strauss (2013) examined 

strategic uses of conventional discourses about immigration. In the immigration debate in U.S. 

Congress in 2005, she found such frames as national security frame, opportunity frame, 
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economic benefit frame, and equal rights frame. She also showed several linguistic distinctions 

between Democrats and Republicans.  

 

Studies Based on Schön and Rein’s Approach to Framing 

Although Schön and Rein’s (1994; Rein & Schön, 1993, 1996) approach to frame 

analysis has not been much employed for research on immigration discourse in the U.S., it has 

been widely used to study other countries’ immigration policies. Like Goffman and Lakoff, these 

scholars drew upon Bateson’s (1955/1972) theory. For example, Cheng, Igartua, Palacios, and 

Acosta (2014), focusing on policy frames of immigration news in the regional press in Spain, 

revealed several issue frames (e.g., illegal entry, EU border control, children protection, 

xenophobic victim, and economic benefit) and visual frames (e.g., women immigrants, injured 

immigrants, and immigrant children). Schoultz (2017), focusing on framing of problems 

regarding immigrants to Sweden, found such elements as the rule of law, the rights of asylum, 

and non-refoulement in policy framing. She concluded, based on Schön and Rein’s notion of 

policy framing: “The struggle over the naming and framing of a situation includes not only the 

way problems are represented but also the solution” (p. 29). Another study, which was conducted 

by Mügge and van der Haar (2016), posed a question regarding European immigration policies: 

“Who is an immigrant and who requires integration?” and major contrasting categories for the 

various terms were EU citizens, legal immigrants, and third-country nationals.  

 

Summary 

Although most of the relevant research in framing did not use the term metacultural 

frame, findings from studies grounded on Goffman’s (1974) and Lakoff’s (2004) conceptions are 
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relevant to my inquiry. The elements found by Haynes et al. (2016)—public safety frame, rule of 

law frame, national security frame, economic cost frame, and unfairness frame—could be labeled 

metacultural elements. The frames suggested by Strauss (2013) are also metacultural in nature: 

national security frame, opportunity frame, economic benefit frame, and equal rights frame. 

Similarly, Lakoff and Ferguson’s (2006) frames—illegal frame and security frame—and 

Schoultz’s (2017) frames—the rule of law, the rights of asylum, and non-refoulement—are also 

similar to Schön and Rein’s (1994; Rein & Schön, 1993, 1996) metacultural elements. Merolla et 

al.’s (2013) frames—public safety, rule of law, economic cost, and unfairness—are more 

associated with Schön and Rein’s policy elements. Cheng et al. (2014) found such policy 

elements as illegal entry, EU border control, children protection, and xenophobic victim.   

Previous research related to this study has not extensively studied what Schön and Rein 

(1994) called the policy frame. Although there are numerous policy studies focused on problem 

and solution, only the two cited above had Schön and Rein’s conception of policy elements, and 

attention in those studies was solely on the problem, not solution.  

Schön and Rein pointed to that third kind of frame, rhetorical frame, which has not 

received much attention in studies of the framing of discourse with respect to immigration issues. 

Although a few researchers, including Lakoff and Wehling (2012), studied metaphor (e.g., path 

to citizenship metaphor), they did not pay particular attention to other rhetorical devices (e.g., 

hyperbole, repetition, or citation) regarding rhetorical frame. Similarly, Strauss (2013) did not 

deal with other rhetorical devices but metaphor (e.g., flow metaphor). 

The above summary of the previous political framing studies regarding immigration 

implicitly indicates the need for the current study. First, frame analysis studies have tended not to 

focus on specific frame categories, whereas this study had specific foci on metacultural frame, 
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policy frame, and rhetorical frame. It thus allowed more in-depth analysis of texts from various 

angles. Anther merit of using the three different frames is to see the relationship among those 

frames. Second, as mentioned, there is scarcity in frame analysis research that has considered 

solution regarding immigration issues. This study examined both problem and solution within 

the policy frame. Last but not least, this study can particularly contribute to wider understanding 

of rhetorical framing, which is underexplored in the frame analysis field. Prior research has 

shown an inclination to discuss metaphor almost exclusively. This study, on the other hand, dealt 

with other rhetorical devices employed in the speeches so that it can provide a more 

comprehensive look toward the speakers’ persuasive strategies and appeals to their audience.  

 

Method of the Study 

Through the years there has been much political discourse surrounding the DREAM Act, 

particularly the 2010 version. With this study, I sought to contribute to understanding of this 

discourse. In the following, I provide information about the method of the study: the corpus, 

procedure for text analysis, and procedures for compassions/contrasts between the supporter 

group’s and opponent group’s shared framing.  

 

The Corpus 

Three supporters’ and three opponents’ Congressional speeches regarding the DREAM 

Act of 2010 were analyzed. The supporting speeches were from Representative Luis Gutiérrez of 

Illinois (111 Cong. Rec. H8092, 2010; 111 Cong. Rec. H8222, 2010), Representative Sheila 

Jackson Lee of Texas (111 Cong. Rec. H8222, 2010), and Senator Richard Durbin of Illinois 

(111 Cong. Rec. S8617, 2010). The opposing speeches were from Senator Jeff Sessions of 
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Alabama (111 Cong. Rec. S8548, 2010), Representative Steve King of Iowa (111 Cong. Rec. 

H8213, 2010), and Representative Dana Rohrabacher of California (111 Cong. Rec. H8246, 

2010). All the speeches came from the Congressional Record of Library of Congress 

(https://www.congress.gov/). These speeches were delivered either to the House of 

Representative or Senate and, for the most part, on the same day, December 8, 2010, except 

Sessions’s on December 6. As the readers will note, though Sessions’s speech came first, it is 

reported along with other opponents’ speeches. The intent of this study was not to conduct a 

conversational analysis of speeches as they occurred in consecutive fashion; instead, my primary 

interest was in the framing involved in each individual speech, the shared framing within the 

group, and contrasts between groups. After analyzing the individual speeches, my attention went 

to patterns across them. 

Table 1 provides some detail regarding the speeches that were analyzed. It indicates the 

speaker, the date of the speech, the house of Congress in which it occurred, the position (pro or 

con), and the number of words. There were three criteria for selecting speeches. First of all, the 

speeches had to come from the official Congressional Record from December 6 to December 8, 

the period when the debate between pros and cons reached one of its peaks because the historic 

vote took place on December 8. Secondly, the speeches were lengthy enough to include the 

speakers’ intended arguments and support for the arguments. I excluded brief speeches such as 

those that were about 100-200 words in length because they did not provide enough for one to 

see a whole picture of their arguments. Many were made merely to support or oppose the 

DREAM Act, saying, for example, “I rise in opposition to the rule for H.R. 5281” or “I stand 

here in support of the DREAM Act.” The minimum number of words in the speeches I analyzed 

was 600. 
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Table 1 

Chronology of the Speeches 

Member (Party) Date Position Word Counts 

Senator Jeff Sessions 
(Republican) 

December 6 Con 2273 

Representative Luis Gutiérrez 
(Democratic)  

December 8 Pro 214 

Representative Steve King 
(Republican) 

December 8 Con 798 

Representative Sheila Jackson 
Lee (Democratic) 

December 8 Pro 1074 

Representative Luis Gutiérrez 
(Democratic) 

December 8 Pro 388 

Representative Dana 
Rohrabacher (Republican) 

December 8 Con 1373 

Senator Richard Durbin 
(Democratic) December 8 Pro 1858 

  

The reader should note that an exception was applied to Representative Luis Gutiérrez, as 

I combined two of his speeches to meet this criterion (combined word counts: 602). The reasons 

for combining the two speeches were that they occurred on the same date (December 8, 2010), 

and, more importantly, that they were not noticeably redundant in content.  

The data sources for this study can be found in the official U.S. Library of Congress, 

which provides information about both legislation (written data) and the Congressional Record 

(spoken data). By using the search function in the Congressional Record, one can collect PDF 

files of the House and Senate speeches by various politicians on the DREAM Act. After PDF 

files were selected, the targeted parts of the record were excerpted because the Congressional 

Record PDF files may include other members’ speeches. For example, the Congressional Record 
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of “Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act of 2010” (111 Cong. Rec. H8222, 

2010) contains more than 30 speeches from congressmen and congresswomen.  

 

Procedure for Text Analysis  

Once the texts from the Congressional Record were collected in Word files for 

categorization, they were transformed into plain text files so that concordance software could be 

used in the analysis. The concordance software was AntConc (Anthony, 2011, 2013), which 

provides frequency information, collocation, and cluster functions to analyze text files. The 

analytic process was highly recursive, as Charteris-Black (2004) suggested, to search for marked 

and unmarked elements. For the metacultural frame and the policy frame, I began with major 

semantic items suggested by previous studies; next, after identifying elements, I ran the 

concordance program to see the frequency-based saliency; and then I thoroughly reviewed the 

texts to see if I missed anything important. Following Charteris-Black’s recursive approach to 

searching for rhetorical devices (e.g., metaphor, hyperbole, and testimonial examples), I looked 

for particular rhetorical devices described in prior literature and sought linguistic elements that 

accorded with those descriptions (see Steen, 2002; Stefanowitsch, 2005). Once each speaker’s 

metacultural, policy, and rhetorical elements were identified, I created visual figures to show 

each speaker’s discourse framing. My approach, which involved detailed calculation of 

frequency information, can, according to a criterion suggested by Maxwell (2010), be considered 

trustworthy.   

 

Metacultural Frame 

How should we determine the metacultural frame—the cultural beliefs shared by 
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individual members—suggested in a particular speech? Converse (1964) defined a belief system 

as "a configuration of ideas and attitudes in which the elements are bound together by some form 

of constraint or functional interdependence" (p. 207). This definition has been widely accepted in 

the field of social science. Although some may tie cultural beliefs to belongings to a particular 

political party and party is a key variable in Congressional voting as Haynes et al.’s (2016) and 

Strauss’s (2013) findings were shown earlier, the political world is often oversimplified by party 

identification (Poole, 1988). Party identification can be a simple variable; however, 

Congressional voting is fundamentally ideological and multidimensional (Aldrich, 2011; Baum, 

2009; Clausen, 1973; MacRae, 1958, 1970; Poole & Daniels, 1985). For this reason, this study 

did not take political party affiliation as the determinant of metacultural frame. Ideologies can be 

shared, but not on all the issues at hand by individual members. Thus, the degrees of support by 

individual party members cannot be highly predictable (Poole, 1988; Poole & Daniels, 1985).  

There might be something more important and dominant than an individual’s political 

party affiliation. For example, there are so-called “American values” or “American spirits” 

(Baker, 2004, 2014). It is widely known that cultural beliefs and values have a strong predictable 

power on voting (Baker, 2004, 2014; Clausen, 1973; Converse, 1964, 1975; MacRae, 1958, 

1970; Poole, 1981, 1988). In this light, we need to discuss the shared beliefs to make sense of 

given issues by considering the cultural values. Specific wording, conceptions, or expressions 

regarding culturally shared beliefs, faiths, or expectations were identified to talk about the 

metacultural frame. Note that, for some scholars, American ideologies are almost equivalent to 

American values (e.g., Charteris-Black, 2005). 

Elements of so-called American values, spirits, and beliefs have been identified by 

various scholars (Ball-Rokeach, Rokeach, & Grube, 1984; Du Bois, 1955; Frederick, 1995), 
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including the researchers cited above in my review of framing studies. Some indicate that 

American values include equality, fairness, national security, national prosperity, and the rule of 

law (e.g., Haynes et al., 2016) while some others claim that equal opportunity, equal rights, 

progress, national security, and patriotism are major American values (e.g., Strauss, 2013). From 

their survey results, Rokeach (1974) and Rokeach and Ball-Rokeach (1989) showed 18 terminal 

values including national security, national prosperity, freedom, generosity, happiness, and 

equality in American society. In a similar vein, Hart (1974) added social equity, justice, and 

democracy into American value paradigm. According to Baker (2004, 2014), American values 

include respect, security, freedom, equal opportunity, patriotism, property ownership, justice, 

and fairness. In particular, within the notion of democracy, there has been a special attention paid 

to the rule of law (Carothers, 1998; Fallon, 1997; O’Donnell, 2004; Rigobon & Rodrik, 2005; 

Scalia, 1989). These terms mentioned above in association with so-called American values were 

the starting point in my analysis for the metacultural frame.  

Accordingly, I primarily focused on the terms illustrated above regarding the so-called 

American values, spirits, and beliefs in searching for metacultural elements from the 

Congressional speeches. In sum, while analyzing the data, I attempted to find those metacultural 

elements identified by previous studies (e.g., equality, equity, fairness, national security, national 

prosperity, property ownership, progress, patriotism, freedom, happiness, generosity, respect, 

justice, democracy, and the rule of law).  

 

Policy Frame 

In terms of the policy frame, the target elements were the identification of problems and 

of solutions suggested by the speakers. In analyzing the speeches to discuss the various speakers’ 
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policy frames, I began by reading the texts to identify the problems and solutions cued by each 

text. The arrangement of problem and solution is one of the most common patterns of written 

and spoken text organization (Hoey, 2001). The patterns of problem and solution were 

extensively studied by Flowerdew (2003, 2008), Hoey (1983, 2001), and Jordan (1984). Much of 

the discussion has centered on syntactic and lexical signals for the patterns. Regarding the use of 

computer software in text analysis, according to Flowerdew (2008), there are certain keywords 

for problems, not only problem but also concern, failure, difficulty, burden, or shortcoming. 

Similarly, there are certain keywords for solutions, not only solution but also recommendation, 

suggestion, and proposal. The computer software, AntConc (Anthony, 2011), provided a means 

of approaching the text with those terms suggested by Flowerdew. However, I also had to 

carefully read the texts to identify policy elements that were not explicitly marked. 

 

Rhetorical Frame 

In regards to the rhetorical frame, the foci of the examination were the rhetorical devices 

or strategies that were used by the speakers. Emphasizing agreement and cooperation from 

audience, Burke (1969) defined rhetoric as “the use of language as a symbolic means of inducing 

cooperation in beings that by nature respond to symbols” (p. 43). Also underlining agreement, 

Meyer’s (2017) definition of rhetoric is “the negotiation of the distance between protagonists on 

a given question which divides them or brings them closer” (p. 2). To close that distance, 

speakers or writers use various means of persuasion. Emphasizing persuasion, Corbett (1990) 

defined rhetoric as “the art or the discipline that deals with the use of discourse, either spoken or 

written, to inform or persuade or motivate an audience” (p. 3). To put it differently, a 

rhetorician’s goal is to convince the audience to think and act in a particular way; thus, rhetoric is 
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often associated with “manipulation of words” (p. 20). In this light, Throgmorton (1993) also 

added that “rhetoric might involve the use of seductive language to entice others into embracing 

a speaker’s preferred values, beliefs, and behaviors” (p. 117). Therefore, rhetoric is an important 

consideration in political discourse particularly in association with rhetorical as well as 

metacultural framing. Rhetorical devices, which often take the form of figurative language, for 

politicians are their linguistic means to successfully persuade their voters (Lakoff, 1996; Quinn, 

1982; Throgmorton, 1993). 

I analyzed the discourse for six kinds of rhetorical devices. The first device was 

metaphor, which is considered a master trope. According to Lakoff (1996), who is well-known 

for his theoretical work on metaphor, pointed out that metaphors map across domains of 

knowledge “allowing forms of reasoning and words from one domain … to be used in the other” 

(p. 63). With his colleague, Johnson, Lakoff had claimed that “metaphors play a central role in 

the construction of social and political reality” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 159). Grounded on 

Lakoff’s (1996) and Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) interpretation of metaphor, Charteris-Black 

(2004) has explained that metaphor receives its rhetorical effect because of “the shift in the use 

of a word or phrase from the context or domain in which it is expected to occur to another 

context or domain where it is not expected to occur” (p. 21). More specifically, in relation with 

politics, Musolff (2004) indicated: “If our social experiences and conceptualizations are 

organized in terms of metaphors, then politics, as part of the social domain, must also be 

perceived and constructed metaphorically” (p. 2). In many references (e.g., Corbett, 1990; 

Corbett & Connors, 1999; Lakoff, 1996), simile is considered as a relative of metaphor in that 

the function of the two figures of speech is the same: showing similarities between two 

seemingly unlike things. The difference between them is that simile compares two things 
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explicitly and metaphor does it implicitly. Corbett (1990) and Corbett and Connors (1999) 

treated simile and metaphor together as a comparison trope due to their functional uniformity. 

Since simile appeared only four times in the data, simile was counted as part of metaphor in this 

study because of their close relation.   

Steen (2007, p.12) suggested a following procedure for metaphor identification: (1) 

understand the context by reading the whole text carefully, (2) set the boundaries, (3) create the 

contextual meaning of the target word or expression, (4) determine the basic meaning of the 

target word or expression, (5) check whether the basic meaning of the target word or expression 

is considerably different from the meaning in context, (6) decide whether the meaning in context 

of the target word or expression is semantically associated with the basic and concrete meaning 

of it. Consistent with Steen (2002, 2007), the major point in decision making was to see whether 

a target term or expression delivered a “literal meaning” or not (Stefanowitsch, 2005, p. 162). 

For example, there was a test metaphor in Gutiérrez’s speech for this study: “I never knew how 

well my kids were doing until I gave them a test. That’s when you find out what you’ve really 

learned. We need to have a test right here today in this Chamber” (111 Cong. Rec. H8092). The 

“test” in the first sentence was not a metaphor because it exclusively conveyed a literal meaning 

of test, whereas the “test” in the last sentence was considered a metaphor because it conveyed a 

nonliteral contextual meaning (i.e., voting).  

The second was rhetorical questions, which are a means of connecting with one’s 

audience to creating indirect arguments. They are employed “for the purpose of asserting or 

denying something obliquely” (Corbett, 1990, p. 453). According to Jasinski (2001), “A 

rhetorical question is commonly defined as a query posed by an advocate for which a response is 

not expected. … Rhetorical questions can be seen as a way of making indirect assertions or 
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claims” (p. 494). Searching for rhetorical questions was quite straightforward; that is, I searched 

for question marks by using the computer software. 

The third was testimonial examples, which, when well developed in narrative form are 

called anecdotes. By narrating real life experiences, testimonial examples have special function 

to arouse the hearers’ sympathetic emotions. According to Corbett and Connors (1999), 

testimonial examples are effective not only making appeals to emotion but also showing 

authority, although the examples do not have to come from an expert source. With a specific 

emphasis on immigration rhetoric in the U.S., von Burg (2015) claimed that the immigration 

discourse is more narrative than argumentative, as it includes telling the story of migration. In 

searching for testimonial examples, the starting point was “story.” 

The fourth was hyperbole, which is exaggeration (e.g., “amnesty” referring to the 

DREAM Act). Claridge (2011) explained that hyperbole is a means that speakers use for 

communicating their emotional feelings about a situation. It delivers deeper emotional and 

interactional messages by heightening “the force of the proposition and marks the intensity of 

speaker involvement and commitment” (p. 12). For hyperbole identification, Burgers, Brugman, 

de Lavalette, and Steen (2016) suggested that “hyperbole (1) is scalar, (2) involves a specific 

shift between the propositional and the intended meaning, and (3) includes a specific referent” 

(p. 164); thus, hyperbole includes “dimension on which the literal statement is more extreme 

than the intended statement” (p. 165). The authors took examples of “best” and “worst” 

regarding scales. Following the suggestions of Burgers et al., the initial searching targets for this 

study were those qualitative scalar expressions (e.g., best, worst) and exaggerated quantitative 

information (e.g., massive). For example, Durbin’s statement in this study, “this is the single best 

thing we can do for the future of our country” (111 Cong. Rec. S8617, 2010) was considered as 
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hyperbole. Likewise, Sessions’s statement, “Illegal aliens can receive indefinite legal status as 

long as they have a GED” (111 Cong. Rec. S8548, 2010) was regarded as hyperbole because 

“indefinite” contained exaggerated quantitative information.      

The fifth was repetition. In political discourse, as van Dijk (1997) pointed out, “we may 

expect repetition operations at the level of sounds (alliterations and rhymes), sentence forms 

(parallelisms) and meaning (semantic repetition) as one of the major strategies to draw attention 

to preferred meanings” (p. 35). In analyzing data, thus, my attention went not only syntax but 

also phonology and semantics to search for repetition. Sixth and last, citation was regarded to be 

a rhetorical means of persuasion because it is an appeal to authority (Corbett, 1990).  

As pointed out by Charteris-Black (2004), Steen (2002, 2007), and Stefanowitsch (2005), 

it is almost impossible to rely solely on a computer concordance program to analyze the 

rhetorical devices. One of the primary reasons is that there is an everlasting discrepancy between 

encoding (i.e., speaker’s intended meaning) and decoding (i.e., audience’s interpretation). 

Although prior frame studies (e.g., Lakoff & Wehling, 2012; Strauss, 2013) showed some 

examples of metaphor (e.g., path to citizenship, flow), I had to repeatedly review the texts to 

search for not only metaphor but also other rhetorical devices. 

 

Similarities within Groups 

After identifying and creating each speaker’s discourse framing according to the three 

frames illustrated above (metacultural, policy, and rhetorical frame), the next step was to find 

similarities within groups by identifying shared elements. How should one determine what were 

shared? For this study, I identified the shared elements when the elements appeared in the frame 

of at least two members in the group in a sense that two thirds of the group members could be 
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regarded majority. By so doing, I created the supporter group’s and opponent group’ shared 

framing, respectively, to see commonalities within groups.  

 

Contrasts between Groups  

To contrast the two groups, I exclusively dealt with elements shared by all three members 

of each group. In the figures that I created, the elements shared by all three members in each 

frame were marked in bold to show complete consensus within the group. Then, I identified 

contrasting elements between the supporters’ shared frames and opponents’ shared frames.  

 

Findings 

I focus on framing in terms of metacultural frame, policy frame, and rhetorical frame, 

following the conception of framing developed by Schön and Rein (1994). I present findings in 

the following order: all three supporters’ framing; all three opponents’ framing; intra-group 

shared elements for supporters’ frames and intra-group shared elements for opponents’ frames; 

and contrasts between shared frames of supporters and shared frames of opponents. The framing 

elements of individuals are discussed in order of frequency, and they are italicized.  

 

Supporters’ Framing 

Luis Gutiérrez’s Framing 

In arguing for the passage of the DREAM Act, Luis Gutiérrez delivered his two 

interrelated speeches on December 8, 2010. Analysis of his argument shows a metacultural 

frame that emphasized the rule of law supported by a notion of fairness (also called equity/equal 

opportunity and justice). The following excerpts illustrate the major points that Gutiérrez was 
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making: “We need to test our tolerance, our fairness, and our sense of justice” and “Give them a 

chance. Give them the opportunity.” His frame also included compassion: “The rule of law must 

also be conditioned by justice, fairness, and compassion”; “When there is someone without 

health care, we say we will provide health care”; and “We see homeless and we want to provide 

housing to them.”  

For him, the rule of law must not be rigid; instead, it should be dependent on fairness. 

Thus, we should “change the law when it is unfair.” He prioritized social justice and compassion 

over the strict sense of rule of law. This way of conceptualizing the rule of law was, for him, 

patriotic in a sense that equal opportunities provided to undocumented students would allow 

them to contribute to “our” as well as “their” nation, the United States of America. By arguing 

that “they planned for a better future, and they love this country,” Gutiérrez employed patriotism 

in shaping his metacultural frame. In this regard, he continued: “We know that there are millions 

of undocumented workers—their parents—who work and sweat and toil every day to make this 

Nation greater.”   

Analyses for his policy frame showed that the major problem for him was the 

immigration system, which is characterized by unfairness. It is evident that he put responsibility 

on the immigration system as he claimed: “Let’s say that their work, their sweat, and their toil 

will be responded to by this Congress by saying their children will not suffer the consequences of 

the inaction and unfairness of our immigration system.” This unfairness, or inequity, he pointed 

out, was a problem not only for the DREAMers but also for their families. The primary solution 

to the problems for him was clear: to pass the DREAM Act so that it could provide 

undocumented students with opportunities in the name of justice. Support for this solution, 
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passage of the DREAM Act, came from the conception of the rule of law that was central to his 

metacultural frame.  

What rhetorical means did he employ to try to persuade others? It should be noted that his 

language was filled with various rhetorical devices. One persuasive strategy was his use of 

testimonial examples, which were unique to the three supporters and not employed by the 

opponents. In the short amount of time devoted to the speeches, he actually provided two 

examples, one of which was about his teaching experience: 

When I was a school teacher, I never knew how well my kids were doing until I gave 
them a test. That’s when you find out what you’ve really learned. We need to have a test 
right here today in this Chamber. (111 Cong. Rec. H8092) 
 
That testimonial example related to a test metaphor that ran throughout his speech to 

underline the importance and urgency of the decision that the Congress was making: 

We need to test our tolerance, our fairness, and our sense of justice. We need to vote 
today on the DREAM Act. Will we pass that test? Will we get an A or an F? Those who 
will grade this test are watching. A generation of young people are hoping. Their futures 
are riding on whether we pass this test. (111 Cong. Rec. H8092) 
 
The other testimonial example, which was also affect-laden, was about the DREAMers’ 

mothers, and it underscored unfairness.    

Give them the opportunity—the opportunity this Congress will not give their mothers, 
who are today finishing toiling in Salinas, California, picking the fruit; their mothers who 
are in sweatshops in New York tonight, finishing their labor; their mothers who are in 
meatpacking plants in Iowa—sweaty, under terrible conditions. (111 Cong. Rec. H8222, 
2010) 
 
Another notable persuasive element was the use of repetitions as in “Will we pass that 

test? Will we get an A or an F?”; “our tolerance, our fairness, and our sense of justice”; and 

“Let’s say that this Congress will not allow them to suffer. Let’s say that their work, their sweat, 

and their toil will be responded to by this Congress.” More than any of the supporters’ speeches, 
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Gutiérrez’s discourse incorporated appeals to an audience’s emotions through figurative 

languages, testimonial examples, and repetitions.  

The elements of Gutiérrez’s metacultural frame, policy frame, and rhetorical frame are 

summarized in Figure 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Gutiérrez’s framing. 

 

Sheila Jackson Lee’s Framing 

Representative Sheila Jackson Lee’s speech was part of the last-minute heated debate on 

the issue of undocumented students, which took place in the session where the historic U.S. 

House vote on the DREAM Act was taken on December 8, 2010. Her speech seemed to have a 

clear purpose: challenging misconceptions about the DREAM Act. She presented many counter 

arguments and counter metaphors to refute continuous arguments against the legislation 

throughout the years. 

Metacultural Frame:  
Fairness, Equity/Equal Opportunity, the Rule of Law, Compassion, Patriotism, Justice 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rhetorical Frame: 
Metaphor, Repetitions, Testimonial Examples, Rhetorical 

Questions 

Policy Frame: 
Problems: Unfairness/Inequity, Immigration System, Injustice, Inaction 

Solution: The DREAM Act  
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Her major metacultural element was her strong belief in equal opportunity that was 

supported, in part, by the Declaration of Independence. She asked: “Do we violate our rights and 

our beliefs that we all are created equal?” In this way, Jackson Lee created her metacultural 

frame by employing equal opportunity based on the American dream and fairness. For her, the 

DREAMers were “wonderful children who want an opportunity to serve America” believing in 

the American dream. The DREAM Act would provide an opportunity for them “to achieve their 

dreams” and “to live up to their full potential and make greater contributions to the U.S. 

economy and society.” She also placed emphasis on national prosperity, patriotism, effort-

optimism, and national security in her speech to support equal opportunity. For example, she 

cited the Joint Committee on Taxation on the tax base expansion that could result from 

undocumented students’ contributions to the country:  

By allowing these students to come out of the shadows and work legally in the U.S., we 
will expand our nation’s tax base and will essentially be making an investment in our 
country. According to the Joint Committee on Taxation, over a period of 10 years, 
increasing the number of authorized workers in the United States would increase tax 
revenues by at least $2.3 billion. (111 Cong. Rec. H8222, 2010) 
 
In this way, she was countering the opponents’ use of national prosperity throughout the 

years to justify particular decisions. According to her argument, providing equal opportunities 

for undocumented students would not decrease national prosperity but have “a positive impact 

on our economy.” This way of conceptualizing the national prosperity encouraged her audience 

to think patriotically about the good of the country; that is to say, she tried to change the image 

of the DREAM Act beneficiaries from economic burden to benefit. In this light, she claimed that 

encouraging them “to invest more in their own education, open bank accounts, buy homes, and 

start businesses” would be valuable contributions and would increase the U.S. tax base.  
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In addition to national prosperity, she also showed different conceptualizations of some 

of the opponents’ favorite metacultural elements used throughout the years including patriotism, 

national security, and the rule of law. For example, on national security based on the rule of law, 

she clearly explained that not all would be covered by the legislation: “Criminals or those who 

pose a threat to our national security would remain ineligible and be subject to deportation.” 

Lastly, she showed how great the DREAMers’ “love, respect, and adoration for the United States 

of America” was from her personal experiences. In sum, her metacultural frame included some 

of the opponents’ elements but she presented them in different ways.  

Analysis of her policy frame show that she portrayed misconceptions about the DREAM 

Act as the major problem. These misconceptions included “blanket amnesty” and “immediate 

citizenships.” In this regard, she claimed that “the DREAM Act does not provide blanket 

amnesty” in a sense that “the DREAM Act does not give undocumented students immediate 

citizenship” but “creates a narrowly tailored process to put young people on the path to 

legalization.” Regarding another problem, illegal status, she argued that “because of their 

immigration status, their day-to-day lives are severely restricted and their futures are uncertain.” 

When all those misconceptions are removed, the obvious solution, she argued, was to pass the 

DREAM Act, which would provide those various values that comprised her metacultural frame: 

equal opportunities for undocumented students to make valuable contributions to the U.S. 

economy since their lack of status was created “through no fault of their own.”   

Now, let us look at her rhetorical means for persuasion. A major metaphor in all the 

Congressional discourse was, of course, dream. Its counter is nightmare. To highlight the 

persuasive appeal of dream, she herself employed the counter metaphor nightmare. According to 

Jackson Lee, the DREAM Act was not a nightmare but a proposal “designed to provide a path to 
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legal status for young people of good moral character brought to the United States as children.” 

This supported her identification of the problem in her policy frame: misconceptions of the 

DREAM Act. She used the nightmare metaphor to indicate a misconceived notion of the DREAM 

Act: “The only nightmare that I can imagine is the nightmare of violating the rights of these 

wonderful children who want an opportunity to serve America.”  

She seemed to strike a balance between logical persuasion and emotional appeal. In 

supporting her reasoning, she cited statistical results suggested by the Joint Committee on 

Taxation and the Congressional Budget Office, and cited several expert groups including 

military leaders, labor unions, and business leaders. In addition, she utilized rhetorical questions 

(e.g., “Do we violate our rights and our beliefs that we all are created equal?”) and hyperbole 

(e.g., “It could be almost 20 years.”) as persuasive devices. She included two descriptions of 

experience, one of which was her own experience and the other the story of Lucy Martinez’s 

hunger strike. Her own testimonial experience of meeting with undocumented children during 

her frequent travels showed nothing but “one unifying factor—their love, respect, and adoration 

for the United States of America.” The following is her account of Lucy Martinez’s hunger 

strike: 

I would like to tell you about Lucy Martinez, a second-year undocumented student at 
University of Texas at San Antonio who is among seven protesters who’ve refused to eat 
for 22 days to express her support for The DREAM Act. When asked why she and her 
fellow protestors chose to go on this hunger strike, she responded that she wants us to 
“recognize our sacrifice and hard work. That we want to contribute to this country. We 
don’t have the privilege of waiting. Our future is on the line.” (111 Cong. Rec. H8222, 
2010) 
 
Figure 2 is a summary of the elements in Jackson Lee’s metacultural frame, policy frame, 

and rhetorical frame. 
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Figure 2. Jackson Lee’s framing. 

 

Richard Durbin’s Framing 

Richard Durbin’s speech was presented on December 8, 2010, on the Senate floor as he 

was looking forward to the passage of the House version of the DREAM Act (H.R. 5281). In his 

speech, as a Senate member, he was also anticipating another victory on the Senate floor in 

addition to the House version.  

With respect to his metacultural frame, his major emphasis was on the American dream, 

which, to him, included fairness, equal opportunity, and compassion. The American dream was 

“what America is about” and “the story of our country” because “every single one of us, but for 

those who were Native Americans here long before the White people arrived, have come to this 

country as immigrants.” He himself was the son of immigrants. His concept of the American 

dream was best shown in the following testimonial based on his own personal experience: 
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These people embody what I consider to be the immigrant spirit which makes America 
what it is today. I am proud to stand here as the 47th Senator from Illinois and the son of 
an immigrant. My mother came to this country at the age of two from Lithuania, and I 
thank God her mom and dad had the courage to get on that boat and come over here and 
fight the odds and give me a chance to become an American citizen and a Senator. That is 
what America is about. That is the story of our country, the strength, the determination of 
these immigrants and their children. (111 Cong. Rec. S8617, 2010) 
 
My analyses also found an emphasis on the rule of law in his metacultural frame, but his 

portrayal of rule of law differed somewhat from Gutiérrez’s. Like many people on the opposing 

side, who argued against the DREAM Act, Durbin referred often to national security. But he 

argued that keeping the borders secure did not preclude passing the DREAM Act: “Keep 

working on making those borders safe but give these young people a chance.” Also, he presented 

his firm support on the rule of law in his rhetorical question, “Have they been guilty of a felony 

or criminal activity beyond simple misdemeanors? [If so,] it disqualifies them.”  

So what were the problems he identified? The major problem was unfair punishment of 

undocumented students who have come to the U.S. “against their will.” For them, that was guilt-

by-association. This claim of guilt-by-association, as noted above, was also one of Jackson Lee’s 

problems (e.g., “through no fault of their own”). In addition, due to their illegal status, 

undocumented students suffered from not being able to serve in the military and to apply for 

student loans. To solve those problems, passage of the DREAM Act should be the primary 

solution because it could guarantee opportunity, fairness, and justice. It would also contribute to 

diversity for the U.S. society. What he was attempting to do by proposing the DREAM Act was 

clearly revealed in his speech as he asserted that it was “to try to resolve an item of great 

injustice in America.” Thus, the act was proposed “in the name of compassion and justice.” 

Senator Durbin contrasted the problem as portrayed by supporters and the problem as portrayed 
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by opponents, and he tried to point out that both groups’ problems could be solved through 

passage of the DREAM Act; that is, the two solutions were not mutually exclusive:  

Some of my colleagues have said we will take up the DREAM Act once the borders of 
America are safe. I have signed up for every bill, virtually everything that has been 
proposed to make our borders safe. Come July, we put $600 million more into border 
protection. I didn’t object. Do it. Let’s make our borders safe. But for goodness’ sake, is 
it fair to say to these young people you cannot have a life until our borders are the safest 
in the world, when we have the longest border in the world between the United States and 
Mexico? Keep working on making those borders safe but give these young people a 
chance. (111 Cong. Rec. S8617, 2010)  
 
Lastly, let us look at his rhetorical strategies for persuasion. Like the other two 

supporters, he made effective use of testimonial examples. Noted above was his testimonial 

example of his own mother’s immigration story, which obviously leaned toward emotional 

effects full of sympathy tightly associated with the American dream. He employed another 

testimonial example that described the experience of a Korean-American musical prodigy. After 

an introduction, Durbin spoke through the voice of girl’s mother: 

I learned of this issue in Chicago when a young Korean-American mother called and 
said: My daughter, I brought her here when she was two years old and I never filed any 
paperwork. She just completed high school. She has been accepted at Juilliard School of 
Music. She is an accomplished pianist. What should I do? When I contacted our 
immigration authorities, they said: Send her back to Korea (111 Cong. Rec. S8617, 2010)  
 

Here is another testimonial example in Durbin’s speech:  

This is Cesar Vargas. This is an extraordinary young man who came to New York at the 
age of five, brought here by his parents. When 9/11 occurred, Cesar Vargas went down to 
the recruiters’ office and said: I want to sign up. I want to fight for my country. They 
said: Mr. Vargas, this is not your country. (111 Cong. Rec. S8617, 2010) 
 

Particularly interesting was Durbin’s figurative use of driving a car to emphasize his point of 

guilt-by-association.  

If you or I were driving down the highway and speeding, pulled over by a policeman and 
given a ticket, we would understand it. These children were not driving when their 
parents came to America, but they have been trying to drive through the obstacles. 
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In this way, he transformed the example of driving into a metaphor for the DREAMers’ lives. 

Durbin also pointed to his own credibility or authority to talk about the given issue. In 

fact, he began his speech with “I introduced this bill 10 years ago.” There were also references to 

his status as a Senator and his immigrant heritage: “I am proud to stand here as the 47th Senator 

from Illinois and the son of an immigrant.” At the same time, he gave himself authority to 

discuss border safety by stating: “I have signed up for every bill, virtually everything that has 

been proposed to make our borders safe.”  

He also frequently used rhetorical questions. For example, he said, “Do you know what 

percentage of undocumented students go to college today? Five percent, one out of 20.” and 

“Have they engaged in any kind of activity that would create a public health risk?” He also 

employed the repetition device used so effectively. In the following example, he combines the 

rhetorical question device with repetition by asking a series of rhetorical questions with a similar 

syntactic form: “Have they been guilty of a felony or criminal activity beyond simple 

misdemeanors? It disqualifies them. Have they engaged in voter fraud or unlawful voting? It 

disqualifies them. Have they committed marriage fraud? It disqualifies them.” In addition, the 

findings showed his use of hyperbole (e.g., “this is the single best thing we can do”). 

Lastly, his use of citations (e.g., immigration authorities) and references (e.g., the 

Secretary of Defense) helped him support his claims. On the requirements to be the DREAMers, 

Durbin even cited the argument by “the Senator from Alabama,” undoubtedly referring to 

Senator Jeff Sessions.  

Figure 3 shows Durbin’s selected elements in his metacultural frame, policy frame, and 

rhetorical frame. 
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Figure 3. Durbin’s framing. 

 

Opponents’ Framing   

Jeff Sessions’s Framing 

Two of the supporters, Gutiérrez and Durbin, had the rule of law as the key element of 

their multicultural frame. It was also the key element of Senator Jeff Sessions’s metacultural 

frame, as evidenced in his speech against the DREAM Act on December 6, 2010, two days 

before the House vote. In contrast to Gutiérrez’s compassionate sense of rule of law and 

Durbin’s compromising sense of it, Sessions portrayed a strict and rigid sense of rule of law to 

fight against illegality.  
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prosperity, equity/equal opportunity, and property ownership. All were mentioned repeatedly. 

The rule of law, to him, was a “fundamental” cornerstone of the U.S.: “One of the fundamental 

things that separates America from the other nations of the world is our commitment to the rule 
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of law.” He repeated that point: “We know one of our most unique and valuable characteristics is 

our legal system. Law is a necessary condition for a free society.” For him, strictly following the 

rule of law embodied patriotism, since it would “protect the integrity of citizenship in America.” 

The rule of law meant security for American citizens. It did not make sense to him to “have 

amnesty first [for DREAMers] and security later” because inclusion of the DREAMers would 

“pose a threat to our national security.” Whereas supporters of the DREAM Act had argued for 

equity for the DREAMers, he spoke of equity/equal opportunity for American citizens: “The 

DREAM Act offers illegal aliens in-state tuition for which many Americans are not eligible.” 

As to his policy frame, it is clear that Sessions identified the DREAM Act as the problem 

because it was a primary source of illegality and even rewarded illegality. He claimed: “This is a 

very bad piece of legislation, and it is being presented at a time when we have massive illegality 

at our borders” and “We are considering a bill that would reward and encourage their violation.” 

In this respect, he called the DREAM Act a “mass amnesty” and “a safe harbor provision.” Other 

problems included in his policy frame were unemployment (of citizens due to replacement by 

undocumented immigrants), security costs, immigration fraud, inequity for American citizens, 

immigration system, chain migration, burden on the American taxpayers, corruption, and 

uncertainty created by “illegal aliens.” For example, Sessions’s problem identification on 

immigration system was presented in the following way:  

If somebody who has been apprehended for illegally being in the country or committing a 
serious crime can come into court and assert they have filed a petition under the DREAM 
Act, they cannot be deported. This is really a problem because if a facility does not have 
enough bed space, what are we supposed to do?  (111 Cong. Rec. S8548, 2010)  
 
Sessions thought the DREAM Act would diminish equity, as explained above, because 

“illegal aliens” would have access to public colleges, which did not have enough spaces even for 

Americans. Accordingly, the primary solution for him was to “stop the DREAM Act” and thus to 
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fight against illegality in the name of the rule of law. By doing so, Congress would keep the 

integrity to “protect the rights and privileges of citizenship” of Americans.  

When it comes to his rhetorical frame, analyses showed that he used metaphors as his 

primary rhetorical device, but also used hyperboles, rhetorical questions, and citations. His 

metaphors, which highlighted the negatives that he associated with the DREAM Act, included, 

for example, the metaphor of safe harbor: “This DREAM Act even contains a safe harbor 

provision.” He also employed other metaphors: path to legalization, reward for illegality, chain 

migration, and burden on the American taxpayers. In addition, as shown in the following 

example, he combined the rhetorical questions with repetition by asking a pair of rhetorical 

questions: “How do we prove somebody came here at age 15 instead of age 18? How do we 

prove they have been here five years?” 

His appeals to emotions also included active use of hyperbole (e.g., “Phoenix, the capital 

of Arizona, is now known as one of the kidnapping capitals of the world,” and “Illegal aliens can 

receive indefinite legal status as long as they have a GED.”). He spoke of “massive illegality” to 

describe the current situation at the border and frequently used the word “amnesty” to refer to the 

consequences of the bill’s passage.  

Although these devices provided emotional appeal, Sessions’s speech also included 

rhetorical devices that appealed to logic. Particularly notable was his use of citations to 

strengthen his argument. For example, in addition to speaking of “massive illegality,” he 

provided statistics on unemployment, and he cited future predictions from the Congressional 

Budget Office. These were to strengthen his strong oppositions to the DREAM Act grounded on 

his orthodox sense of rule of law.  

Figure 4 shows the three kinds of frames associated with Sessions’s speech. 
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Figure 4. Sessions’s framing.  

 

Steve King’s Framing 

Representative Steve King’s speech took place on December 8, 2010, in the session held 

right before the U.S. House vote on the DREAM Act, when the heated debate was headed to a 

peak. Analysis of his argument shows a metacultural frame that emphasized national security. 

He had a quite straightforward opposition to the DREAM Act that was based on his belief that it 

would ruin national security, his primary concern. He argued: “The certification and the 

background checks are completely impossible.” And he continued:   

About 50 percent of the people that come into the United States across our southern 
border don’t have a legal existence in their home country, meaning they don’t have birth 
certificates or a track of their life like we normally have here, so it’s impossible to do 
background checks. (111 Cong. Rec. H8213, 2010) 
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Along with national security, as shown in these examples, also emphasized the rule of 

law in his metacultural frame. To his understanding, the DREAM Act “seeks to reward those 

who are, under the law, eligible for being sent back to their home countries.” He also emphasized 

patriotism by saying “Keep faith with American people.” 

With respect to his policy frame, the primary problem was the DREAM Act, as it was for 

Sessions. To King, the DREAM Act supported lawbreakers. According to him, the DREAM Act 

would also open “the door for amnesty,” which could be seen in a way reward illegality. Most 

importantly, the DREAM Act would put national security in danger because of challenges in 

conducting illegal immigrants’ background checks. Since “it’s impossible to do background 

checks,” immigration fraud could easily occur. He maintained that “they can say who they want 

to say they are.” For him too, the primary solution to the problem was to stop the DREAM Act. 

He insisted: “This DREAM Act is an amnesty act, it is a nightmare act, and it must be opposed” 

at the end of his speech.  

In his rhetorical framing, he used various kinds of figurative language expressed in the 

form of hyperbole and metaphor. Among his use of metaphors, nightmare was most prominent. 

King declared: “It is not a DREAM Act. It’s a nightmare act,” and “The nightmare act is 

amnesty.” He also used “reward” and “safe harbor” to emphasize what he saw as negative 

consequences. Like others, he hyperbolically referred to “amnesty” as the consequence: “It opens 

the door for amnesty, and it lays the foundation for a whole series of other pieces of amnesty 

components.” Another rhetorical device he employed was repetition: “They can say who they 

want to say they are. They can propose whatever they want to propose. They can say they were 

born in the United States.”  
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As was the case for other opponents, his persuasive appeal to logic included his use of 

citations to reinforce his arguments. For example, he cited the statistical results from the Center 

for Immigration Services as he criticized the Congressional Budget Office’s future prediction.  

The elements of King’s metacultural frame, policy frame, and rhetorical frame are 

illustrated in Figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. King’s framing. 
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opponents, emphasized the rule of law. For him, the rule of law was for the benefit of American 

citizens and was interwoven with patriotism:  

The bill is a piece of legislation that the American people should pay close attention to, 
and they should see whether or not their Representatives in Congress are, indeed, 
representing their interests or if they are involved in supporting the interests of the people 
who are not citizens of this country and who have come here illegally. (111 Cong. Rec. 
H8246, 2010) 
 
He argued that the American dream should have been the U.S. citizens’ dream, not illegal 

immigrants’ dream. If the DREAM Act becomes law, the situation would not be a dream but 

would be a nightmare. Based on a firm dichotomy between Americans’ interests and “their” (i.e., 

illegal immigrants’) well-being, his speech had an unmistakable purpose of urging Americans to 

retain “our” (i.e., Americans’) rights. Other related metacultural elements included values of 

national security, national prosperity, and equal opportunity.  

Then what did he identify as the problematic in his policy frame? The major problem for 

him was inequity/inequality for Americans. Most significantly, since “this bill was done at the 

expense of the American people,” the DREAM Act created inequity/inequality for Americans as 

“representing their (i.e., the illegal immigrants’) interests.”  Similar to Jeff Sessions, 

Rohrabacher used the notion of equity/equal opportunity to claim that the DREAM Act was to 

help undocumented students “at the expense of the American people.” From his viewpoint, “we 

have to take care of our own people before we encourage other people to come here illegally,” 

since the DREAM Act would create “massive flow of illegals into our country” and 

inequity/inequality sacrificing Americans.  

In accordance with the belief system of his multicultural frame, the major problem for 

him was that the DREAM Act did not treat Americans fairly due to such inequitable policies that 

did not protect Americans’ own interests: 
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If we don’t watch out for our people, if we do not carefully look at this issue and try to 
say what is good for our people, our people will be severely damaged, and that will be the 
product of the DREAM Act. It will be the Nightmare Act of the American people. (111 
Cong. Rec. H8246, 2010) 
 
From Rohrabacher’s point of view, the DREAM Act was “the Nightmare Act of the 

American people” and was an “affirmative action amnesty act.” Consequently, his solution for 

the problem was, as one would assume, to stop the DREAM Act in order to “represent the 

interests of the American people.” 

Most notable in his rhetorical frame was his frequent use of rhetorical questions (which 

numbered eleven) to evoke responses from the audience. The following are some examples: “Is 

this in the interest of the United States?” “Is this in the interest of the American people?” “What 

is the effect [of the DREAM Act]?” “Is it a dream or a nightmare?” and “Was their member of 

Congress representing them? Was their member of Congress representing, and with all good 

intentions, but representing the interests of someone else?” Note that the last example of 

rhetorical questions contained repetition device (e.g., “Was their member of Congress”), too. 

As noted for two other speakers, reference to a nightmare was a major rhetorical device. 

It had been used by Steve King in much the same way as Rohrabacher to evoke negative 

response to the DREAM Act. In contrast, Sheila Jackson Lee, who also employed the nightmare 

metaphor, did so in order to argue against it. Similar to other opponents, Rohrabacher also 

hyperbolically referred to the DREAM Act as “amnesty,” which would encourage the “massive 

flow of illegals into our country.”  

To sum up, Rohrabacher’s speech provides many illustrations of rhetorical devices to 

emphasize his position against the DREAM Act. His abundant use of rhetorical questions, as 

well as figurative language, particularly amplified his emotional appeals to the audience as he 
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sought to give Americans a “wake up” call: “Let’s wake up, America. Your country is being 

taken from you and given to somebody else.”  

Figure 6 shows a summary of elements of Rohrabacher’s metacultural frame, policy 

frame, and rhetorical frame. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Rohrabacher’s framing. 
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The Supporters’ Shared Frames 

The following metacultural elements received emphasis for all three supporters: 

equity/equal opportunity, fairness, and the rule of law. The following were important in the 

speeches of two supporters: the American dream, justice, compassion, national security, 

patriotism, and effort-optimism. Next, for the policy frames, the following received attention for 

all three as the major problem: unfairness/inequity. In addition, the following were considered 

important in two supporters’ speeches: guilt-by-association, inequality, and injustice. In terms of 

solution, the supporter group’s single shared solution was the DREAM Act. Last, for the 

supporters’ rhetorical frames, the following received attention for all three supporters as their 

persuasive devices: metaphor, rhetorical questions, and testimonial examples. In addition, the 

following were employed in two supporters’ speeches: repetition, citations, and hyperbole. 

 

The Opponents’ Shared Frames 

For the opponents, the major metacultural elements were the rule of law, patriotism, and 

national security, which were emphasized by all three opponents. Receiving emphasis for two 

members were national prosperity and equity/equal opportunity. By sharp contrast to the 

supporters’ identification of problem, the shared major problem for the opponent group was the 

DREAM Act, which was emphasized by all three. Receiving emphasis for two were illegality, 

amnesty, rewarding illegality, and inequity for Americans. In terms of solution, the single shared 

solution for the opponent group was to stop the DREAM Act. Last, in the opponents’ speeches, 

the shared rhetorical devices were metaphor, repetition, and hyperbole, all of which were 

employed by the three opponents. Receiving emphasis for two members were rhetorical 

questions and citations. 
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Figure 7. Supporters' shared framing. Figure 8. Opponents' shared framing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Supporters’ shared framing   
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Contrasts between Supporters’ and Opponents’ Frames 

In terms of both groups’ shared metacultural elements, there was a single element shared 

by both groups: the rule of law.  

Other than the rule of law, each group’s shared selection of metacultural elements was 

quite different. The supporter group prioritized equity/equal opportunity and fairness, whereas 

the opponent group prioritized patriotism and national security. In terms of policy frame, there 

was literally nothing shared by the two groups primarily due to the two groups’ incompatible 

identification of problems and solution. In fact, one group’s major problem was the other group’s 

major solution. When it comes to the two groups’ shared persuasive devices, metaphor was most 

dominantly employed by all six speakers. The primary differences were found in the use of 

testimonial examples, which were exclusively employed by the supporters and in the use of 

hyperbole, which was almost exclusively employed by the opponents.   

Figures 7 and 8 summarize these similarities within groups and contrasts between groups. 

Note, once again, that the elements shared by all three group members are shown in bold in the 

figures. The shared elements are written in frequency order.  

 

Summary 

Analyses showed that, for the supporters, major elements in their metacultural framing 

were equity/equal opportunity, fairness, and the rule of law. For the framing of policy frame, the 

problem tended to be unfairness or inequity for the DREAMers, and the solution was passage of 

the DREAM Act. Their rhetorical framing made much use of metaphor, rhetorical questions, and 

testimonial examples. For the opponents, analyses showed the rule of law, patriotism, and 

national security to be the major elements of their metacultural framing. With respect to policy 
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framing, the DREAM Act was the major problem; thus, not passing the DREAM Act was their 

major solution. Their rhetorical framing made much use of metaphor, hyperbole, and repetition. 

Interestingly, the rule of law was a key element in the metacultural frames by both supporters 

and opponents. But the rule of law had quite different interpretations across groups. Regarding 

the policy framing, one should note that one group’s major solution was the other group’s 

problem. As to the two groups’ rhetorical frames, testimonial examples were exclusively used by 

the supporters, while hyperbole was almost exclusively used by the opponents.    

 

Discussion 

What has been learned with respect to the three kinds of frames—metacultural, policy, 

and rhetorical. In the following, I consider what the study contributes to understandings of 

framing of political discourse when people take similar positions and when they take different 

positions on the same issue. 

 

Metacultural Framing 

With respect to metacultural framing, the study illustrates how the same named value or 

belief can have dramatically different meanings. Particularly important to both groups was the 

rule of law. Consider, for example, how the concept was interpreted and used differently by Luis 

Gutiérrez and Jeff Sessions. For Gutiérrez, the rule of law must not be rigid but must be 

dependent on fairness, since he prioritized justice and compassion over consistency. When it is 

unfair, it must be modified because the rule of law must be “conditioned by justice and fairness 

and compassion.” As explained above, this way of conceptualizing the rule of law was patriotic 

to him, since he maintained that, by providing undocumented youth with equal opportunities, 
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they could contribute to this country. Now, in contrast, Sessions conceptualized a strict and 

uncompromising sense of rule of law. This conceptualization was, to him, patriotic, since we can 

“protect the rights and privileges of citizenship” of Americans and solve an unemployment 

problem by applying a strict sense of rule of law. In this way, Americans would have more 

opportunities to contribute to this country. 

A second example comes from the use of American dream by Rohrabacher and Durbin. 

For Rohrabacher, the salient interpretation of American dream was that of American citizens. He 

spoke of how helping the undocumented students would be “at the expense of the American 

people” and the DREAM Act of the illegals would be “the Nightmare Act of the American 

people.” On the other hand, Durbin conceptualized the American dream as “the immigrant spirit 

which makes America what it is today.” As a son of an immigrant, his version of the American 

dream was represented by his grandparents’ “courage to get on that boat and come over here and 

fight the odds” to give him “a chance to become an American citizen and a Senator.” As a result, 

within the two completely different conceptualizations, the American dream was divided into 

two conflicting interpretations. In this respect, White (2016) also talked about different concepts 

in the American dream, which relied on varied interpretations.  

A third example comes from the different uses of equity/equal opportunity and fairness 

by Jackson Lee and two opponents of the bill, King and Rohrabacher. For the supporter group, 

equity/equal opportunity for the society could be gained through the legislation of the DREAM 

Act. In sharp contrast to the supporter group’s understanding, the opponents believed the 

DREAM Act would harm equity for Americans because their rights could be lessened when 

given to others. 
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Consistent with the findings of Haynes et al. (2016), Lakoff and Ferguson (2006), and 

Merolla et al. (2013) regarding the matter of naming, this study also showed how, when frames 

differ, different names can be used to refer to the same thing. For example, to refer to 

undocumented youth, supporters used “the DREAM kids,” “undocumented workers,” 

“undocumented immigrants,” “this generation of young men and women,” and “wonderful 

children,” whereas opponents used “illegal aliens,” “illegal workers,” and “immigration 

lawbreakers.” Also, the dream metaphor functioned in different ways for the two groups. 

Supporters used it to refer to the hopes of the undocumented youth, and opponents transformed it 

into nightmare. We thus have some good examples of what Rein and Schön (1993) and van 

Hulst and Yanow (2016) have also called naming. In naming the features in a given situation, 

“policy-relevant actors draw on language that reflects their understanding of it, often naming the 

policy problem through metaphor” (van Hulst & Yanow, 2016, p. 96).  

The findings of this study also relate to previous research showing the following 

elements: the economic benefits vs. job competition (e.g, Bloemraad et al., 2014); the American 

dream (e.g., Green, 2016, White, 2016); and national security, opportunity, national prosperity, 

and equal rights (e.g., Strauss, 2013).  

 

Policy Framing 

Many policy analysts have conceptualized policy in terms of problem and solution. A 

problem is described, and a solution to it is suggested (Entman, 1993; Rein & Schön, 1993; 

Snow & Benford, 1992; van Hulst & Yanow, 2016, Yanow, 2000). Entman (1993) argued that 

discourse frames, by nature, include problem and solution. As this study showed, the way in 

which problem is framed justifies the solution (Rein & Schön, 1996). One particularly interesting 
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finding from this study is that what was the problem for one group (the opponents) was the 

solution for the other (the supporters). This, of course, is the crux of the issue as the legislation 

was being debated. For the opponents, the DREAM Act was the major problem, and, for the 

supporters, it was the very solution to unfairness and injustice. 

The study illustrates the nature of “intractable controversy,” which Schön and Rein 

(1994) characterized as “highly resistant to resolution by appeal to evidence, research, or 

reasoned argument” (p. xi). If one group’s problem is the other group’s solution, the controversy 

is likely to be intractable at the rational level of perception. Dealing with intractable controversy, 

both groups probably would like to make more appeals to emotion, rather than to logic. It could 

be the reason that the findings showed so many affect-laden persuasive devices in both groups’ 

rhetorical framing. This finding can be added to the previous research findings to explain the 

reason for seemingly endless discussion on the DREAM Act.  

 

Rhetorical Framing 

Although all six speakers used various rhetorical devices, two means of persuasion 

provided interesting contrasts between supporters and opponents. Testimonial examples were 

used exclusively by the supporters, and hyperbole was used almost exclusively by the opponents.  

The testimonial examples included Gutiérrez’s reference to his experience as a teacher, 

Jackson Lee’s account of meeting with undocumented people during her travels and her narrative 

of Lucy Martinez’s hunger strike, and Durbin’s experience with a Korean-American musical 

prodigy. Durbin also added another remarkable testimonial example about his own mother’s 

immigration story. Serving to arouse emotion, particularly empathy, testimonial examples have 

predominated in other studies of immigration discourse (von Burg, 2005). For example, Green 
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(2016) found that undocumented students’ emotional “stories” broadcasted in the news media 

played a pivotal role in arousing sympathy. Testimonial examples appeal to shared humanity and 

empathy. Other researchers also found humanitarian emotional appeals in their studies of 

newspaper articles on immigration (Barberena, 2016; González-Carriedo, 2012). In discussing 

the purpose of rhetoric, Nelson and Kinneavy (2003) also indicated that one of the principal 

features of persuasive rhetoric is emotional appeals. 

For the opponent group, there was much use of hyperbole to create an emotional effect. 

Hyperbole can make something seem more serious, even dire, than it actually is. For example, 

amnesty, the most frequent hyperbolic expression used by the opponents, likened the DREAMers 

to criminals because amnesty connotes forgiveness of previous offenses. In this respect, this 

study has a clear connection with Lakoff and Weihling’s (2012) findings on criminal frame in 

that the term “amnesty” strengthened bigotry within the criminal frame. As shown in the 

findings, other examples of the opponent group’s hyperbole included Sessions’s comments, 

“Phoenix, the capital of Arizona, is now known as one of the kidnapping capitals of the world,” 

“Illegal aliens can receive indefinite legal status as long as they have a GED,” and Rohrabacher’s 

remark, “the criminal justice system is put under incredible strains by this massive flow of 

illegals into our country.” 

 

Conclusion 

Following Schön and Rein’s (1994) analytic approach to framing, this study revealed that 

supporters and opponents framed their discourse as they positioned themselves. In doing so, it 

makes three major contributions.  
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First, the findings show the importance of naming in framing of discourse regarding 

immigration issues surrounding the DREAM Act. They show, on the one hand, how the same 

named expression can have dramatically different meanings and interpretations. Facts and 

entities are conceptualized, exploited, and interpreted within one’s frame in policy controversies 

(Entman, 1993, Rein & Schön, 1993, 1996; Schön & Rein, 1994). This is the nature of framing. 

This aspect of naming in framing was most apparent when the notion of rule of law was 

interpreted differently by Gutiérrez and Sessions. For Gutiérrez, the rule of law must be 

conditioned by social justice and fairness, and, if the law is unfair, we must change it. By 

contrast, Sessions’s strict and orthodox sense of rule of law did not allow reinterpretation. 

Similarly, Durbin and Rohabacher showed radically different interpretations of the American 

dream. From Durbin’s point of view, the American dream was the foundation of the U.S. and the 

essence of the immigrant sprits because America is a country of immigrants. On the contrary, 

Rohrabacher’s interpretation of the American dream was Americans’ dream, not undocumented 

people’s dream.  

On the other hand, the findings also show, with respect to naming, how different names 

can be used for the same referents. For example, regarding undocumented youth, this study 

showed how different were the names that supporters and opponents used for same group of 

people. From the supporters’ standpoint, they were “the DREAM kids” and “wonderful children 

who want an opportunity to serve America.” However, the name of the same group of people 

was “illegal aliens” from the opponents’ side.  

Second, the findings of this study provide insights into the nature of “intractable 

controversy,” to echo a term used by Schön and Rein (1994). In this case, the two groups’ debate 

cannot be resolved, since one group’s major solution was the other group’s major problem. 
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According to Schön and Rein, when debate falls into the realm of intractable controversy, 

persuasion cannot come from research, evidence, and reasoned arguments. Instead, in this case, 

persuasion comes from the rhetorical devices, including the affect-laden appeals to emotion (e.g., 

González-Carriedo, 2012, Green, 2016, von Burg, 2005).  

Perhaps more central to the intractability of the controversy is that, in this immigration 

discourse, one encounters two different “stories.” Schön and Rein (1994) have likened framing 

to storytelling, and that notion applies to the Congressional speeches analyzed for this study. 

Each speaker created a kind of “story,” and also the two groups created different shared “stories” 

with similar elements. The supporters’ story told us that the problem of unfairness can be solved 

by passing the DREAM Act in the name of fairness and justice, whereas the opponents’ story 

told us about a chaotic crisis where safety is at risk and massive illegality is prevalent, presenting 

a problem that can never be solved by passing the DREAM Act. When the stories conflict, how 

can there be a resolution? 

Third, from a broader sense of immigration issues, this study provides insights into 

dominant ideologies prevalent in the U.S. The frames described here have some similarity to 

frames that dominate narratives and attitudes toward undocumented youth in society and schools. 

The DREAM Act controversy in association with immigration and education continues today 

after almost twenty years of debate, due, in part, to the cancellation of DACA, which allowed 

certain undocumented youth to have exemption from deportation and, as of this writing, is in 

jeopardy. 

As discussed previously, the issue dates back to the Supreme Court’s decision in Plyler v. 

Doe in 1982, declaring all students’ equal educational access to K-12 education regardless of 

their immigration status. One problem for undocumented youth at that time was that equal 
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opportunity in higher education was not included in the Court’s decision. The DREAM Act has 

been an attempt to provide educational equity and interim legal status for them to stay in the U.S. 

It is unclear how many undocumented immigrant youth are currently in the U.S., but it is known 

that there have been approximately 800,000 youth who enrolled in DACA and thus received 

renewable exemption from deportation. Since DACA began in 2012, the term DREAMers has 

tended to refer to the DACA recipients. As of September 2017, according to U.S. Citizenship 

and Immigration Services (2017), DACA enrollment is 689,900. These DREAMers have been in 

American educational systems for years. A recent survey results showed that the average age 

when DACA recipients had come to the U.S. was six and a half years (Wong, 2017). DACA 

recipients tend to have relatively high levels of education, since being enrolled in education or 

holding a high school diploma (or GED) is required. These are young people who are receiving 

or who have received an American education. An understanding of the controversy regarding the 

DREAMers is important for all U.S. educators and educational leaders, especially those who 

work with immigrant students. The current study, with its analyses of metacultural 

framing, policy framing, and rhetorical framing, contributes to understandings of conflicting 

positions on the issue of undocumented youth, including those whom we still call “DREAMers.” 
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This appendix provides more detailed background of the federal DREAM Act as well as 

information about the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) and about the state level 

DREAM Act.  

History of the Federal DREAM Act 

At the federal level, the year 2001 should be considered as a starting point. On April 25, 

2001, Representative Luis Gutiérrez introduced a bill, entitled the Immigrant Children's 

Educational Advancement and Dropout Prevention Act of 2001. This bill, H.R. 1582, would 

have allowed undocumented students to be protected from deportation and to achieve permanent 

U.S. residency. On May 21, 2001, Representative Chris Cannon introduced H.R. 1918, Student 

Adjustment Act of 2001, with 62 cosponsors. Related legislation was also proposed in the 

Senate. On August 1 that year, S. 1291 was introduced by Senator Orrin Hatch.  

This Senate bill in 2001 was the first bill entitled the DREAM (Development, Relief, and 

Education for Alien Minors) Act. According to Green (2016), this Senate bill had several 

distinguishing characteristics that made it more likely to pass than previous attempts. First, it was 

introduced by a very prominent Republican in the Senate. Second, the well-phrased title evoked 

the great American dream, the long-lasting ideal that people should have an equal opportunity 

for success and prosperity in the U.S. Third, according to Green, S. 1291 had its focus on young 

undocumented students whose personal stories could draw positive attention, “emphasizing their 

civic virtues rather than their potential for criminal behavior” (p. 51). Other closely related 

legislation proposed in the Senate in the same year was S. 1265, Children's Adjustment, Relief, 

and Education Act, introduced by Senator Richard Durbin, who later proposed similar bills 

regarding undocumented young immigrants nine times from 2005 to 2011.    
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However, concerning the fate of the DREAM Act legislation, the favorable political 

climate dramatically changed after September 11, 2001. As a result, citizens of the U.S. became 

increasingly wary of foreign students. The terrorist attacks on that day did much to change the 

history of the federal DREAM Act (Tichenor, 2002). In this respect, Welch (2002) indicated that 

“the tragic events of September 11 have had a tremendous impact on American society, and as 

political leaders strive to balance national security with civil liberties, immigrants' rights will 

likely remain in flux” (p. 203).  

As a repeal of certain aspects of the IIRIRA 1996, the DREAM act of 2001 would 

provide educational equity in higher education to these undocumented young people. Before the 

2010 DREAM Act, there were many DREAM Act bills in both the Senate and House, all of 

which failed to pass. In 2003, Orin Hatch introduced a Senate version as S. 1545. In 2005, 

Richard Durbin introduced a Senate version as S. 2075 and Jackson Lee did a House version as 

H.R. 1830. In 2005, there was a bill introduced in the Senate as S. 2075 by Richard Durbin. In 

2007, Durbin again introduced a Senate version as S. 774 and Howard Berman did a House 

version as H.R. 1275. In 2009, Richard Durbin introduced five DREAM-related bills in the 

Senate including the DREAM Act of 2009 (S. 729). A House version of 2009 was introduced by 

Howard Berman as H.R. 1751. In sum, although there were other bills that followed the 2001 

version from 2003 to 2009, none had success in either the House or Senate. It was not until 2010 

when there seemed to be a higher possibility of passage.  

On December 8, 2010, the House of Representatives passed a version of the bill, H.R. 

5281, proposed by Representative Hank Johnson with three cosponsors. In regards to the 

qualifications, the beneficiaries of the DREAM Act of 2010 (H.R. 5281) would have been the 

undocumented students who had to meet the following criteria:   
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• Have proof of having arrived in the U.S. before age 16 on a non-immigrant visa; 

• Be between the ages of 12 and 29 at the time of the bill’s enactment;  

• Have proof of residence in the U.S. for five consecutive years; 

• Have graduated from a high school, have obtained a General Educational Development 

(GED), or have been admitted to a higher education institution in the U.S; and 

• Be of good moral characters since the initial arrival in the U.S. 

Even if the DREAM Act had become law, the qualified beneficiaries would have had to 

spend thirteen years in a legalization process with background checks to achieve permanent U.S. 

residency. The undocumented students had to finish two years of college or military service 

before beginning the legalization process for permanent residency.  

There seem to be at least four major reasons for the bill’s success in the House. First, 

according to Bruno (2012), a critical difference between the House’s 2010 version and the 

previous versions was that this version did not seek to repeal the 1996 IIRIRA. Second, Bruno 

noted that the age of recipients was lowered. One of the 2010 version’s requirements was that 

applicants must have been under the age of 30 at the time of the bill's enactment, which was 

lower than the 35 year age limit shown in the 2009 version of the bill. Even some of the Senate 

version (e.g., S. 3827) in the same year still indicated the 35 year upper age limit. Third, 

according to Green (2016), in contrast to previous versions, the 2010 version proposed to grant 

eligible undocumented individuals a conditional/interim legal status prior to legal permanent 

resident status. Fourth, also as pointed out by Green, the language used in the 2010 DREAM Act 

was more compromising and softer than the previous versions. Green pointed out that those 

versions introduced in 2009 was too ambitious to be passed in terms of benefits for the 

recipients. Although the House bill passed in 2010, the Senate version, S. 3992, proposed by 
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Senator Richard Durbin did not pass. The requirements were almost identical to the House-

approved DREAM Act amendment to H.R. 5281. One of a few differences was that there would 

have been no application surcharges under S. 3992, unlike under the House version.  

The 2011 versions were introduced as S. 952 by Richard Durbin and as H.R. 1842 by 

Howard Berman, both of which were almost identical in terms of the purpose, qualifications for 

beneficiaries, problem-setting, and resolution. However, both failed to pass in their respective 

houses of Congress. In 2013, the DREAM Act was not introduced separately but partially 

included as a subsection in Border Security, Economic Opportunity, and Immigration 

Modernization Act (S. 774), which was not further progressed since then. 

Senators Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Richard Durbin (D-IL), Jeff Flake (R-AZ), and Chuck 

Schumer (D-NY) introduced the most recent Senate version of the DREAM Act (S.1615) in July, 

2017. According to National Immigration Law Center (2017), the DREAM Act of 2017 is much 

stronger in terms of benefits for the recipients than previous versions proposed since 2010. Most 

importantly, the 2017 DREAM Act put the statement to repeal the 1996 IIRIRA back to the bill, 

which was originally inserted in the 2001 version of the DREAM Act. Second, the 2017 version 

considers employment as a requirement to receive legal permanent resident status; that is to say, 

the recipients do not have to complete two years of college or join the military to receive the 

legal status. Third, there is no upper age limit so that any individual who entered the U.S. before 

his or her 18th birthday could all qualify. Fourth, this version would grant DACA recipients 

permanent resident status on a conditional basis. In sum, the beneficiaries of the DREAM Act of 

2017 (S.1615) would have been the undocumented young people who have to meet the following 

criteria:   

• Have proof of having arrived in the U.S. before age 18; 
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• No upper age limit at the time of the bill’s enactment;  

• Have proof of residence in the U.S. for four consecutive years; 

• Be undocumented, a DACA recipient, a TPS (Temporary Protected Status) beneficiary, 

employee, graduated from high schools and attend college in the U.S., or enlisted in 

military service 

• Have graduated from a high school, have obtained a General Educational Development 

(GED), or have been admitted to a higher education institution in the U.S; and 

• Pass a background check 

• Have not been convicted of certain criminal offenses. 

DREAM Acts at the State Level 

As of 2017, 16 states—California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, 

Maryland, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, Texas, 

Utah, and Washington—have their own legal versions of a DREAM Act dealing with in-state 

tuition for undocumented students in their state colleges and universities. Also, five other 

states—Hawaii, Michigan, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, and Virginia—have been offering in-state 

tuition rates for undocumented students based on their state boards of higher education decisions. 

In contrast, six states bar undocumented students from in-state tuition benefits; they are 

Alabama, Arizona, Georgia, Indiana, Missouri, and South Carolina. In addition, Alabama and 

South Carolina have even barred undocumented immigrant students from enrolling in most of 

their higher education institutions.  

Following California, Texas has the second-largest undocumented immigrant population, 

followed by Florida. As the number of undocumented students in Texas public schools 

dramatically increased in the late 1990s, Texas became increasingly interested in the educational 
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opportunities and outcomes of these young immigrants (Berger, 2001; Chavez, 2001). The Texas 

law was passed in 2001 as H.B. 1403, which allows undocumented immigrant students to pay in-

state tuition rates at state universities and colleges in the state. As indicated by many scholars, 

including Connolly (2005), Bruno (2011), Olivas (2008a, 2009b), and Pérez (2014), a major 

rationale for the state level act in 2001 was that the state economy would benefit from a more 

educated population including undocumented students. Although there have been furious 

attempts to repeal the law, those qualified undocumented students still pay in-state tuition rate. 

Tichenor (2002) pointed out that Texas had played an important role as a catalyst for change in 

urging the members of Congress to propose a federal level bill and in gathering bipartisan 

cosponsors. 

The 16 states having their own state DREAM Acts have established requirements for 

undocumented young people to receive in-state tuition rates. They include a certain number of 

years of high school attendance and also high school graduation. Most require three years of high 

school attendance in the U.S. New York is the only state where the minimum number is two 

academic years. The states tend to differ in terms of eligibility for state financial aid. Three 

states—California, Texas, and Washington—allow undocumented students to apply for state 

grants and scholarships. Two states—California and Illinois—allow undocumented students to 

be eligible for additional benefit such as private loans and scholarships. 

Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) 

Also relevant to the DREAM Act consideration is the immigration reform executive 

order issued on June 15, 2012, by President Barack Obama, which is known as Deferred Action 

for Childhood Arrivals (DACA). DACA is an executive action allowing certain undocumented 

immigrants who were born after June 15, 1981, and who came to the U.S. before their 16th 
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birthday and before June 2007 to have exemption from deportation and to receive renewable 

work permits. This was directly related to the undocumented immigrants who came to the U.S. 

as children following their parents. The executive action was to shield five million unauthorized 

immigrants from deportation while allowing them to work legally. Applications under the 

DACA program began on August 15, 2012. Through the Deferred Action for Parents of 

Americans (DAPA) program, the parents of those immigrants were also protected. Despite 

DACA, many believe that passing the DREAM Act is still necessary because “deferred action is 

only a temporary measure and is not intended to, and does not grant, legal status to the 

individuals that the DREAM Act seeks to benefit” (Immigration Equality, 2015).  

The DACA status is also important in tuition benefits. In some states where there are no 

state DREAM Acts, one of the requirements to be eligible to receive in-state tuition rates is to be 

a DACA recipient. For instance, undocumented students under the DACA program in Virginia 

qualify for in-state tuition rates. Likewise, in Arizona, one of the six states barring 

undocumented students from in-state tuition benefits, the DACA recipients can receive in-state 

tuition rates restrictedly in three state universities: Arizona State University, Northern Arizona 

University, and University of Arizona.       

The presidential executive order was enjoined by a federal district court in 2015, and an 

appeals court affirmed the injunction. In 2016, the Supreme Court left the decision of the appeals 

court in place. Since it was deadlocked, four justices on each side, this case which strongly 

influenced millions of undocumented immigrants can be no longer reheard in the same 2016–

2017 term. In 2017, there is a growing concern that DACA is seriously jeopardized, as a Mexican 

immigrant, Daniel Ramirez Medina, was arrested by Immigration and Customs Enforcement 

(ICE) agents in Washington State in February and Daniela Vargas, an immigrant from 
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Argentina, was detained in Louisiana State in March, both of whom were under the DACA 

program since 2012.  

On September 5, 2017, there was an official announcement of Justice Department 

indicating that the DACA would no longer exist (Sessions, 2017). Attorney General Jeff 

Sessions announced the federal government’s decision on the DACA program on behalf of 

President Trump. Trump also added his comments regarding the rollback in a statement issued 

after Sessions’ announcement, “I do not favor punishing children, most of whom are now adults, 

for the actions of their parents.  But we must also recognize that we are nation of opportunity 

because we are a nation of laws” (The White House, 2017).  

There was, on the other hand, an immediate response from the DACA supporters; for 

example, Senators Richard Durbin (Democrat, Illinois) and Lindsey Graham (Republican, South 

Carolina) showed up in a media interview discussing Trump’s decision, possible results on the 

DACA recipients, and their bipartisan proposal plans to the U.S. Senate floor. Former President 

Barack Obama (2017), who had been silent regarding political issues, criticized the rescinding of 

the DACA by posting on social media:  

Let’s be clear: the action taken today isn’t required legally. It’s a political decision, and a 
moral question… What makes us American is our fidelity to a set of ideals – that all of us 
are created equal; that all of us deserve the chance to make of our lives what we will. 
(Obama, 2017) 
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The arguments opposing and supporting the DREAM Act have been analyzed by 

researchers and scholars in various fields of study including education, law, and politics. Below 

is a review of previous studies on some of the controversial issues that are most relevant to the 

current study.  

Amnesty Encouraging Illegality  

The anti-immigrant sentiment has led to the heated debate over unauthorized persons’ 

right to receive federal and state benefits (Camarota, 2004). Critics, such as Tabor (2012), have 

argued that, since unauthorized immigrants were illegally present in the U.S., they were not 

eligible to receive any federal or state benefits. Tabor claimed that the DREAM Act would be an 

amnesty rewarding “those who knowingly and willingly violate immigration law” (p. 487). From 

this point of view, providing benefits would increase the number of unauthorized immigrants. 

Also relevant is an issue of rule of law, which is further explained in the method section. By 

contrast, many other scholars have claimed that unauthorized immigrant children were present in 

the U.S. through no fault of their own (e.g., Connolly, 2005; López, 2015; Romero, 2002); 

accordingly, this is associated with a below issue of guilt-by-association.  

Guilt-by-Association  

The notion guilt-by-association has been brought up in the DREAM Act arguments. 

Jonas and Tactaquin (2004), for example, asserted that the enactment of the DREAM Act would 

be key to the American future democracy because one of the rationales for the deportation was 

guilt-by-association, which is unjustified in most democratic societies. The authors regarded 

deportation of undocumented immigrants as unethically targeting the most vulnerable beings, 

immigrants and noncitizens, and said that “the willingness to violate the basic rights of the most 

vulnerable (immigrants and noncitizens) threatens the quality of democracy for the nation and its 
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citizenry as a body” (p. 83). Hufstader (2015) also critiqued guilt-by-association and agreed that 

it would be beneficial to the U.S. to provide these individuals a pathway to citizenship, based on 

the possible increase in tax revenue. He added that this undocumented immigrant population 

occupies a significant portion of the low-skilled labor force, which is hard to replace. 

American Dream vs. Nightmare  

In the DREAM Act debate, we have seen a conflict between the opponents and 

supporters in using dream metaphors. As Green (2016) pointed out, the title of the DREAM Act 

was purposefully made to evoke the American dream. Many scholars have discussed the positive 

aspects of the American dream in this title (e.g., Chuang & Roemer, 2015; Connolly, 2005; 

Dietrich, 2012; Green, 2003; White, 2016). Scholars and researchers, including Bruno (2011, 

2012), Dietrich (2012), and Olivas (2008a, 2008b, 2011), have believed that the DREAM Act 

could be a bill to help the U.S. ensuring equity and diversity. Olivas (2008b, 2011), in particular, 

believed that Plyler vs. Doe should not be restricted but expanded to higher education, which is 

consistent with what López (2005) suggested. Those who supported the DREAM Act have 

argued that this act is both for fairness as well as for the U.S. national interest because the 

majority of the undocumented youth would be unable to keep studying unless they are eligible 

for in-state tuition support (Bruno, 2012). By contrast, some other scholars and politicians have 

expressed opposition to the legality of the DREAM Act. For example, Kobach (2006, 2007, 

2008a, 2008b), who has been a strong opponent, spoke of the DREAM Act in a different way. 

Particularly, Kobach (2006) had a harsh argument against the legality of the DREAM Act by 

calling it a lawbreaking nightmare act because it would be the bill rewarding illegality. 

Grounded on his conception of rule of law, Kobach strongly proposed that the federal DREAM 

Act not be enacted and that existing state DREAM Acts be repealed.  
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Economic Benefit or Burden  

By comparing the DREAM Act discourse with the discourse of the Border Protection, 

Antiterrorism, and Illegal Immigration Control Act of 2005, Strauss (2013) argued that, in the 

DREAM Act of 2010 debate, the topic of fiscal responsibility displaced the national security 

topic as one of the most frequently used discourses. She pointed to the higher frequency of 

references to fiscal responsibility than to the national security and attributed it to the country’s 

ominous economy and national debt in 2010. In a study of ideologies reflected by newspaper 

articles on immigration, González-Carriedo (2012) found that the supporting arguments for the 

DREAM Act included ethical pragmatic reasons, such as economic benefit from immigrants. 

Also noted by González-Carriedo was the notion of humanitarianism and appeals to the 

emotions. Bloemraad et al. (2014) also pointed out that economic benefit arguments from the 

supporters’ standpoint have been prominent in immigration debate including the DREAM Act. 

Similarly, Stewart (2012) found economic benefit arguments were quite prevalent in immigration 

debates because the cost/benefit narrative was less inflammatory than other types of narratives. 

As directly opposed to the economic benefit argument, there has been an economic 

burden argument regarding undocumented immigrants. For example, Camarota (2004), author of 

The High Cost of Cheap Labor, pointed to potential costs associated with the federal 

government’s spending money on illegal immigrants. Based on Census Bureau data, he 

concluded: “When all taxes paid (direct and indirect) and all costs are considered, illegal 

households created a net fiscal deficit at the federal level of more than $10 billion in 2002” (p. 

5). Furthermore, he estimated that the net fiscal deficit would be nearly $29 billion if there were 

a massive amnesty. This economic burden argument is also associated with a deficit perspective 

toward undocumented immigrants (Chavez, 2008; Chuang & Roemer, 2015).  
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In-State Residency 

Importantly, state residency determinations do not necessarily determine immigrant status 

(Feder, 2006). According to Olivas (2008a), there was a critical reason for many state 

legislatures to have made the highly contested tuition policies; that is, in-state residency is a 

state-determined benefit and “state benefits can be extended or withheld to undocumented 

students because tuition benefits and state residency determinations are properly designated as 

state classifications and may incorporate, but not determine immigrant status” (p. 4). However, 

in reality, the policies associated with undocumented students remain controversial and have 

been challenged both in state and federal courts. (See reviews by Barron, 2011; Flores, 2010a; 

Kobach, 2006, 2007; Olivas, 2009a).  

Confusion Regarding Federal and State Policies 

Other issues discussed by various researchers center on the relation of the federal act to 

state acts. There are several scholars arguing that there is a critical misunderstanding based on 

the similar titles of the given policy. In order to understand the federal DREAM Act, we should 

understand how state DREAM Acts emerged because there is a disparity between them 

(Dietrich, 2012; Kleyn, 2017). It is quite challenging for the general public to differentiate the 

policy at the federal level and ones at the state level primarily because they use the same title.  

The DREAM Acts at the state level differ from a federal act in that the states do not have 

any authority to deal with U.S. citizenship. In contrast, one of the most crucial parts and the 

ultimate goal of the federal DREAM Act is a pathway to citizenship (Dietrich; 2012; Green, 

2003; McMahon, 2002; Perry, 2006). The state DREAM Acts can only deal with in-state tuition 

rates for undocumented students. According to Dietrich (2012), one might argue that it is 

unconstitutional to have the DREAM Act at the state level because citizenship is exclusively 
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allowed by the federal government. Nonetheless, the state DREAM Acts, she argued, should 

function as “a stepping stone towards a much more important goal: passage of the federal 

DREAM Act” (p. 196). The federal DREAM Act would not force states to have in-state tuition 

rates for undocumented students, but would “repeal the limiting language of the Illegal 

Immigration Reform and Immigration Responsibility Act (IIRIRA), and restore the ability to 

determine residency to individual states” (p. 197). Kleyn (2017) also indicated that a state-level 

act does not provide a pathway to citizenship for undocumented students. In short, in-state tuition 

rate has nothing to do with a pathway to citizenship.  
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APPENDIX C 

THE DREAM ACT OF 2010 (H.R. 5281)
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In the House of Representatives, U. S., 

December 8, 2010.   

Resolved, That the House agree to the amendments numbered 1 and 2 of the Senate to the bill 
(H.R. 5281) entitled “An Act to amend title 28, United States Code, to clarify and improve 
certain provisions relating to the removal of litigation against Federal officers or agencies to 
Federal courts, and for other purposes.” and be it further 

Resolved, That the House agree to the amendment numbered 3 of the Senate to the 
aformentioned bill, with the following 

HOUSE AMENDMENT TO SENATE AMENDMENT: 

At the end of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment numbered 3, add the 
following: 
 

SEC. 4. SHORT TITLE. 

Notwithstanding section 1, sections 5 through 16 of this Act may be cited as the “Development, 
Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act of 2010” or the “DREAM Act of 2010”. 

SEC. 5. DEFINITIONS. 

In this section and sections 6 through 16 of this Act: 

(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise specifically provided, a term used in this section 
and section 6 through 16 of this Act that is used in the immigration laws shall have the 
meaning given such term in the immigration laws. 

(2) ARMED FORCES.—The term “Armed Forces” has the meaning given the term “armed 
forces” in section 101(a) of title 10, United States Code. 

(3) CONDITIONAL NONIMMIGRANT.— 

(A) DEFINITION.—The term “conditional nonimmigrant” means an alien who is 
granted conditional nonimmigrant status under this Act. 

(B) DESCRIPTION.—A conditional nonimmigrant— 

(i) shall be considered to be an alien within a nonimmigrant class for purposes of 
the immigration laws; 
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(ii) may have the intention permanently to reside in the United States; and 

(iii) is not required to have a foreign residence which the alien has no intention of 
abandoning. 

(4) IMMIGRATION LAWS.—The term “immigration laws” has the meaning given such 
term in section 101(a)(17) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(17)). 

(5) INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION.—The term “institution of higher 
education” has the meaning given such term in section 102 of the Higher Education Act of 
1965 (20 U.S.C. 1002), except that the term does not include an institution of higher 
education outside the United States. 

SEC. 6. CANCELLATION OF REMOVAL OF CERTAIN LONG-TERM RESIDENTS 
WHO ENTERED THE UNITED STATES AS CHILDREN. 

(a) SPECIAL RULE FOR CERTAIN LONG-TERM RESIDENTS WHO ENTERED THE UNITED STATES AS 
CHILDREN.— 

(1) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law and except as otherwise 
provided in this section and sections 7 through 16 of this Act, the Secretary of Homeland 
Security may cancel removal of an alien who is inadmissible or deportable from the United 
States, and grant the alien conditional nonimmigrant status, if the alien demonstrates by a 
preponderance of the evidence that— 

(A) the alien has been physically present in the United States for a continuous period 
of not less than 5 years immediately preceding the date of the enactment of this Act and 
was younger than 16 years of age on the date the alien initially entered the United 
States; 

(B) the alien has been a person of good moral character since the date the alien 
initially entered the United States; 

(C) subject to paragraph (2), the alien— 

(i) is not inadmissible under paragraph (1), (2), (3), (4), (6)(E), (6)(G), (8), 
(10)(A), (10)(C), or (10)(D) of section 212(a) of the Immigration and Nationality 
Act (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)); 

(ii) is not deportable under paragraph (1)(E), (1)(G), (2), (4), (5), or (6) of 
section 237(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1227(a)); 
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(iii) has not ordered, incited, assisted, or otherwise participated in the 
persecution of any person on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in 
a particular social group, or political opinion; and 

(iv) has not been convicted of— 

(I) any offense under Federal or State law punishable by a maximum term of 
imprisonment of more than 1 year; or 

(II) 3 or more offenses under Federal or State law, for which the alien was 
convicted on different dates for each of the 3 offenses and sentenced to 
imprisonment for an aggregate of 90 days or more; 

(D) the alien— 

(i) has been admitted to an institution of higher education in the United States; or 

(ii) has earned a high school diploma or obtained a general education 
development certificate in the United States; 

(E) the alien has never been under a final administrative or judicial order of exclusion, 
deportation, or removal, unless the alien— 

(i) has remained in the United States under color of law after such order was 
issued; or 

(ii) received the order before attaining the age of 16 years; and 

(F) the alien was younger than 30 years of age on the date of the enactment of this Act. 

(2) WAIVER.—With respect to any benefit under this section and sections 7 through 16 of 
this Act, the Secretary of Homeland Security may waive the ground of inadmissibility under 
paragraph (1), (4), or (6) of section 212(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act(8 U.S.C. 
1182(a)) and the ground of deportability under paragraph (1) of section 237(a) of that Act 
(8 U.S.C. 1227(a)) for humanitarian purposes or family unity or when it is otherwise in the 
public interest. 

(3) PROCEDURES.—The Secretary of Homeland Security shall provide a procedure by 
regulation allowing eligible individuals to apply affirmatively for the relief available under 
this subsection without being placed in removal proceedings. 

(4) SURCHARGE.—The Secretary of Homeland Security shall charge and collect a 
surcharge of $525 per application on all applications for relief under this subsection. Such 
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surcharge shall be in addition to the otherwise applicable application fee imposed for the 
purpose of recovering the full costs of providing adjudication and processing services. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, including section 286 of the Immigration and 
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1356), any surcharge collected under this paragraph shall be 
deposited as offsetting receipts in the General Fund of the Treasury and shall not be 
available for obligation or expenditure. 

(5) DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF APPLICATION.—An alien shall submit an 
application for cancellation of removal and conditional nonimmigrant status under this 
subsection no later than the date that is 1 year after the later of— 

(A) the date the alien earned a high school diploma or obtained a general education 
development certificate in the United States; or 

(B) the effective date of the interim regulations under subsection (d). 

(6) SUBMISSION OF BIOMETRIC AND BIOGRAPHIC DATA.—The Secretary of 
Homeland Security may not cancel the removal of an alien or grant conditional 
nonimmigrant status to the alien under this subsection unless the alien submits biometric 
and biographic data, in accordance with procedures established by the Secretary. The 
Secretary shall provide an alternative procedure for applicants who are unable to provide 
such biometric or biographic data because of a physical impairment. 

(7) BACKGROUND CHECKS.— 

(A) REQUIREMENT FOR BACKGROUND CHECKS.—The Secretary of Homeland 
Security shall utilize biometric, biographic, and other data that the Secretary 
determines is appropriate— 

(i) to conduct security and law enforcement background checks of an alien 
seeking relief available under this subsection; and 

(ii) to determine whether there is any criminal, national security, or other factor 
that would render the alien ineligible for such relief. 

(B) COMPLETION OF BACKGROUND CHECKS.—The security and law 
enforcement background checks required by subparagraph (A) shall be completed, to 
the satisfaction of the Secretary, prior to the date the Secretary cancels the removal of 
the alien under this subsection. 

(8) MEDICAL EXAMINATION.—An alien applying for relief available under this 
subsection shall undergo a medical observation and examination. The Secretary of 
Homeland Security, with the concurrence of the Secretary of Health and Human Services, 
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shall prescribe policies and procedures for the nature and timing of such observation and 
examination. 

(9) MILITARY SELECTIVE SERVICE.—An alien applying for relief available under this 
subsection shall establish that the alien has registered under the Military Selective Service 
Act (50 U.S.C. App. 451 et seq.), if the alien is subject to such registration under that Act. 

(b) TERMINATION OF CONTINUOUS PERIOD.—For purposes of this section, any period of 
continuous residence or continuous physical presence in the United States of an alien who 
applies for cancellation of removal under subsection (a) shall not terminate when the alien is 
served a notice to appear under section 239(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 
1229(a)). 

(c) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN BREAKS IN PRESENCE.— 

(1) IN GENERAL.—An alien shall be considered to have failed to maintain continuous 
physical presence in the United States under subsection (a) if the alien has departed from 
the United States for any period in excess of 90 days or for any periods in the aggregate 
exceeding 180 days. 

(2) EXTENSIONS FOR EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES.—The Secretary of Homeland 
Security may extend the time periods described in paragraph (1) if the alien demonstrates 
that the failure to timely return to the United States was due to exceptional circumstances. 
The exceptional circumstances determined sufficient to justify an extension should be no 
less compelling than serious illness of the alien, or death or serious illness of a parent, 
grandparent, sibling, or child. 

(d) REGULATIONS.— 

(1) INITIAL PUBLICATION.—Not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of 
this Act, the Secretary of Homeland Security shall publish regulations implementing this 
section. 

(2) INTERIM REGULATIONS.—Notwithstanding section 553 of title 5, United States Code, 
the regulations required by paragraph (1) shall be effective, on an interim basis, 
immediately upon publication but may be subject to change and revision after public notice 
and opportunity for a period of public comment. 

(3) FINAL REGULATIONS.—Within a reasonable time after publication of the interim 
regulations in accordance with paragraph (1), the Secretary of Homeland Security shall 
publish final regulations implementing this section. 

(e) REMOVAL OF ALIEN.—The Secretary of Homeland Security may not remove any alien who— 
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(1) has a pending application for conditional nonimmigrant status under this Act; and 

(2) establishes prima facie eligibility for cancellation of removal and conditional 
nonimmigrant status under subsection (a). 

SEC. 7. CONDITIONAL NONIMMIGRANT STATUS. 

(a) LENGTH OF STATUS.—Conditional nonimmigrant status granted under section 6 shall be valid 
for an initial period of 5 years, subject to termination under subsection (c) of this section. 

(b) TERMS OF CONDITIONAL NONIMMIGRANT STATUS.— 

(1) EMPLOYMENT.—A conditional nonimmigrant shall be authorized to be employed in 
the United States incident to conditional nonimmigrant status. 

(2) TRAVEL.—A conditional nonimmigrant may travel outside the United States and may 
be admitted (if otherwise admissible) upon return to the United States without having to 
obtain a visa if— 

(A) the alien is the bearer of valid, unexpired documentary evidence of conditional 
nonimmigrant status; and 

(B) the alien’s absence from the United States was not for a period exceeding 180 
days. 

(c) TERMINATION OF STATUS.— 

(1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Homeland Security shall terminate the conditional 
nonimmigrant status of any alien if the Secretary determines that the alien— 

(A) ceases to meet the requirements of subparagraph (B) or (C) of section 6(a)(1); 

(B) has become a public charge; or 

(C) has received a dishonorable or other than honorable discharge from the Armed 
Forces. 

(2) RETURN TO PREVIOUS IMMIGRATION STATUS.—Any alien whose conditional 
nonimmigrant status is terminated under paragraph (1) shall return to the immigration 
status the alien had immediately prior to receiving conditional nonimmigrant status. 

(d) EXTENSION OF STATUS.— 
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(1) ELIGIBILITY.—The Secretary of Homeland Security shall extend the conditional 
nonimmigrant status of an alien for a second period of 5 years if the following requirements 
are met: 

(A) The alien has demonstrated good moral character during the entire period the 
alien has been a conditional nonimmigrant. 

(B) The alien is in compliance with section 6(a)(1)(C). 

(C) The alien has not abandoned the alien’s residence in the United States. For 
purposes of this subparagraph— 

(i) the Secretary shall presume that the alien has abandoned such residence if the 
alien is absent from the United States for more than 365 days, in the aggregate, 
during the period of conditional nonimmigrant status, unless the alien 
demonstrates that the alien has not abandoned the alien’s residence; and 

(ii) an alien who is absent from the United States due to active service in the 
Armed Forces has not abandoned the alien’s residence in the United States 
during the period of such service. 

(D) The alien— 

(i) has acquired a degree from an institution of higher education in the United 
States or has completed at least 2 years, in good standing, in a program for a 
bachelor’s degree or higher degree in the United States; or 

(ii) has served in the Armed Forces for at least 2 years and, if discharged, has 
received an honorable discharge. 

(E) The alien has provided a list of each secondary school (as that term is defined in 
section 9101 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 
7801)) that the alien attended in the United States. 

(2) SURCHARGE.—The Secretary of Homeland Security shall charge and collect a 
surcharge of $2,000 per application on all applications for an extension under this 
subsection. Such surcharge shall be in addition to the otherwise applicable application fee 
imposed for the purpose of recovering the full costs of providing adjudication and 
processing services. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, including section 286 of 
the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1356), any surcharge collected under this 
paragraph shall be deposited as offsetting receipts in the General Fund of the Treasury and 
shall not be available for obligation or expenditure. 
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(3) HARDSHIP EXCEPTION.—The Secretary of Homeland Security may, in the 
Secretary’s discretion, extend the conditional nonimmigrant status of an alien if the alien— 

(A) satisfies the requirements of subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) of paragraph (1); 

(B) demonstrates compelling circumstances for the inability to complete the 
requirements described in paragraph (1)(D); and 

(C) demonstrates that the alien’s removal from the United States would result in 
exceptional and extremely unusual hardship to the alien or the alien’s spouse, parent, 
or child who is a citizen or a lawful permanent resident of the United States. 

SEC. 8. ADJUSTMENT OF STATUS. 

(a) IN GENERAL.—A conditional nonimmigrant may file with the Secretary of Homeland Security, 
in accordance with subsection (c), an application to have the alien’s status adjusted to that of an 
alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence. The application shall provide, under penalty of 
perjury, the facts and information so that the Secretary may make the determination described in 
subsection (b)(1). 

(b) ADJUDICATION OF APPLICATION FOR ADJUSTMENT OF STATUS.— 

(1) IN GENERAL.—If an application is filed in accordance with subsection (a) for an alien, 
the Secretary of Homeland Security shall make a determination as to whether the alien 
meets the requirements set out in paragraphs (1) through (4) of subsection (d). 

(2) ADJUSTMENT OF STATUS IF FAVORABLE DETERMINATION.—If the Secretary 
determines that the alien meets such requirements, the Secretary shall notify the alien of 
such determination and adjust the alien’s status to that of an alien lawfully admitted for 
permanent residence, effective as of the date of approval of the application. 

(3) TERMINATION IF ADVERSE DETERMINATION.—If the Secretary determines that the 
alien does not meet such requirements, the Secretary shall notify the alien of such 
determination and terminate the conditional nonimmigrant status of the alien as of the date 
of the determination. 

(c) TIME TO FILE APPLICATION.—An alien shall file an application for adjustment of status during 
the period beginning 1 year before and ending on either the date that is 10 years after the date of 
the initial grant of conditional nonimmigrant status or any other expiration date of the 
conditional nonimmigrant status as extended by the Secretary of Homeland Security in 
accordance with this Act. The alien shall be deemed to be in conditional nonimmigrant status in 
the United States during the period in which such application is pending. 
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(d) CONTENTS OF APPLICATION.—Each application for an alien under subsection (a) shall 
contain information to permit the Secretary of Homeland Security to determine whether each of 
the following requirements is met: 

(1) The alien has demonstrated good moral character during the entire period the alien has 
been a conditional nonimmigrant. 

(2) The alien is in compliance with section 6(a)(1)(C). 

(3) The alien has not abandoned the alien’s residence in the United States. For purposes of 
this paragraph— 

(A) the Secretary shall presume that the alien has abandoned such residence if the 
alien is absent from the United States for more than 730 days, in the aggregate, during 
the period of conditional nonimmigrant status, unless the alien demonstrates that the 
alien has not abandoned the alien’s residence; and 

(B) an alien who is absent from the United States due to active service in the Armed 
Forces has not abandoned the alien’s residence in the United States during the period 
of such service. 

(4) If previously granted a hardship exception under section 7(d)(3) from the requirements 
of section 7(d)(1)(D) with respect to extension of conditional nonimmigrant status, the alien 
has subsequently complied with such requirements, unless the alien is granted a hardship 
exception with respect to adjustment of status under the criteria described in section 
7(d)(3). 

(e) CITIZENSHIP REQUIREMENT.— 

(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in paragraph (2), the status of a conditional 
nonimmigrant shall not be adjusted to permanent resident status unless the alien 
demonstrates that the alien satisfies the requirements of section 312(a) of the Immigration 
and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1423(a)). 

(2) EXCEPTION.—Paragraph (1) shall not apply to an alien who is unable because of a 
physical or developmental disability or mental impairment to meet the requirements of such 
paragraph. 

(f) PAYMENT OF FEDERAL TAXES.— 

(1) IN GENERAL.—Not later than the date on which an application is filed under 
subsection (a) for adjustment of status, the alien shall satisfy any applicable Federal tax 
liability due and owing on such date. 
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(2) APPLICABLE FEDERAL TAX LIABILITY.—For purposes of paragraph (1), the 
term “applicable Federal tax liability” means liability for Federal taxes imposed under the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, including any penalties and interest thereon. 

(g) SUBMISSION OF BIOMETRIC AND BIOGRAPHIC DATA.—The Secretary of Homeland Security may 
not adjust the status of an alien under this section unless the alien submits biometric and 
biographic data, in accordance with procedures established by the Secretary. The Secretary 
shall provide an alternative procedure for applicants who are unable to provide such biometric 
or biographic data because of a physical impairment. 

(h) BACKGROUND CHECKS.— 

(1) REQUIREMENT FOR BACKGROUND CHECKS.—The Secretary of Homeland 
Security shall utilize biometric, biographic, and other data that the Secretary determines 
appropriate— 

(A) to conduct security and law enforcement background checks of an alien applying 
for adjustment of status under this section; and 

(B) to determine whether there is any criminal, national security, or other factor that 
would render the alien ineligible for such adjustment of status. 

(2) COMPLETION OF BACKGROUND CHECKS.—The security and law enforcement 
background checks required by paragraph (1) shall be completed, to the satisfaction of the 
Secretary, prior to the date the Secretary grants adjustment of status. 

(i) EXEMPTION FROM NUMERICAL LIMITATIONS.—Nothing in this section or in any other law may 
be construed to apply a numerical limitation on the number of aliens who may be eligible for 
adjustment of status under this section. 

(j) ELIGIBILITY FOR NATURALIZATION.—An alien whose status is adjusted under this section to that 
of an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence may be naturalized upon compliance with 
all the requirements of the immigration laws except the provisions of paragraph (1) of section 
316(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1427(a)), if such person immediately 
preceding the date of filing the application for naturalization has resided continuously, after 
being lawfully admitted for permanent residence, within the United States for at least 3 years, 
and has been physically present in the United States for periods totaling at least half of that time 
and has resided within the State or the district of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services in 
the United States in which the applicant filed the application for at least 3 months. An alien 
described in this subsection may file the application for naturalization as provided in the second 
sentence of subsection (a) of section 334 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1445). 
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SEC. 9. TREATMENT OF ALIENS MEETING REQUIREMENTS FOR EXTENSION 
OF CONDITIONAL NONIMMIGRANT STATUS. 

If, on the date of the enactment of this Act, an alien has satisfied all the requirements of section 
6(a)(1) and section 7(d)(1)(D), the Secretary of Homeland Security may cancel removal and 
grant conditional nonimmigrant status in accordance with section 6, and may extend conditional 
nonimmigrant status in accordance with section 7(d). The alien may apply for adjustment of 
status in accordance with section 8(a) if the alien has met the requirements of subparagraphs 
(A), (B), and (C) of section 7(d)(1) during the entire period of conditional nonimmigrant status. 

SEC. 10. EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION. 

(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Homeland Security shall have exclusive jurisdiction to 
determine eligibility for relief under sections 6 through 16 of this Act, except where the alien has 
been placed into deportation, exclusion, or removal proceedings either prior to or after filing an 
application for cancellation of removal and conditional nonimmigrant status or adjustment of 
status under this Act, in which case the Attorney General shall have exclusive jurisdiction and 
shall assume all the powers and duties of the Secretary until proceedings are terminated, or if a 
final order of deportation, exclusion, or removal is entered the Secretary shall resume all powers 
and duties delegated to the Secretary under this Act. If the Secretary grants relief under sections 
6 through 16 of this Act, the final order of deportation, exclusion, or removal shall be 
terminated. 

(b) STAY OF REMOVAL OF CERTAIN ALIENS ENROLLED IN PRIMARY OR SECONDARY SCHOOL.— 

(1) IN GENERAL.—The Attorney General shall stay the removal proceedings of any alien 
who— 

(A) meets all the requirements of subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), and (E) of section 
6(a)(1); 

(B) is at least 12 years of age; and 

(C) is enrolled full-time in a primary or secondary school. 

(2) ALIENS NOT IN REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS.—For aliens who are not in removal 
proceedings, the Secretary of Homeland Security shall not commence such proceedings 
with respect to the alien if the alien meets the requirements of subparagraphs (A) through 
(C) of paragraph (1). 

(c) EMPLOYMENT.—An alien whose removal is stayed pursuant to subsection (b)(1) may be 
engaged in employment in the United States consistent with the Fair Labor Standards Act (29 
U.S.C. 201 et seq.) and State and local laws governing minimum age for employment. 
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(d) LIFT OF STAY.—The Attorney General shall lift the stay granted pursuant to subsection (b)(1) 
if the alien— 

(1) is no longer enrolled in a primary or secondary school; or 

(2) ceases to meet the requirements of such subsection. 

SEC. 11. PENALTIES FOR FALSE STATEMENTS. 

Whoever files an application for any benefit under sections 6 through 16 of this Act and willfully 
and knowingly falsifies, misrepresents, or conceals a material fact or makes any false or 
fraudulent statement or representation, or makes or uses any false writing or document knowing 
the same to contain any false or fraudulent statement or entry, shall be fined in accordance with 
title 18, United States Code, imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both. 

SEC. 12. CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION. 

(a) PROHIBITION.—Except as provided in subsection (b), no officer or employee of the United 
States may— 

(1) use the information furnished by an individual pursuant to an application filed under 
sections 6 through 16 of this Act to initiate removal proceedings against any person 
identified in the application; 

(2) make any publication whereby the information furnished by any particular individual 
pursuant to an application under sections 6 through 16 of this Act can be identified; or 

(3) permit anyone other than an officer or employee of the United States Government or, in 
the case of an application filed under sections 6 through 16 of this Act with a designated 
entity, that designated entity, to examine such application filed under such sections. 

(b) REQUIRED DISCLOSURE.—The Attorney General or the Secretary of Homeland Security shall 
provide the information furnished under sections 6 through 16 of this Act, and any other 
information derived from such furnished information, to— 

(1) a Federal, State, tribal, or local law enforcement agency, intelligence agency, national 
security agency, component of the Department of Homeland Security, court, or grand jury 
in connection with a criminal investigation or prosecution, a background check conducted 
pursuant to the Brady Handgun Violence Protection Act (Public Law 103–159; 107 Stat. 
1536) or an amendment made by that Act, or for homeland security or national security 
purposes, if such information is requested by such entity or consistent with an information 
sharing agreement or mechanism; or 
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(2) an official coroner for purposes of affirmatively identifying a deceased individual 
(whether or not such individual is deceased as a result of a crime). 

(c) FRAUD IN APPLICATION PROCESS OR CRIMINAL CONDUCT.—Notwithstanding any other 
provision of this section, information concerning whether an alien seeking relief under sections 6 
through 16 of this Act has engaged in fraud in an application for such relief or at any time 
committed a crime may be used or released for immigration enforcement, law enforcement, or 
national security purposes. 

(d) PENALTY.—Whoever knowingly uses, publishes, or permits information to be examined in 
violation of this section shall be fined not more than $10,000. 

SEC. 13. HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE. 

Notwithstanding any provision of the Higher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1001 et seq.), 
with respect to assistance provided under title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 
1070 et seq.), an alien who is granted conditional nonimmigrant status or lawful permanent 
resident status under this Act shall be eligible only for the following assistance under such title: 

(1) Student loans under parts D and E of such title IV (20 U.S.C. 1087a et seq., 1087aa et 
seq.), subject to the requirements of such parts. 

(2) Federal work-study programs under part C of such title IV (42 U.S.C. 2751 et seq.), 
subject to the requirements of such part. 

(3) Services under such title IV (20 U.S.C. 1070 et seq.), subject to the requirements for 
such services. 

SEC. 14. TREATMENT OF CONDITIONAL NONIMMIGRANTS FOR CERTAIN 
PURPOSES. 

(a) IN GENERAL.—An individual granted conditional nonimmigrant status under this Act shall, 
while such individual remains in such status, be considered lawfully present for all purposes 
except— 

(1) section 36B of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (concerning premium tax credits), as 
added by section 1401 of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Public Law 111–
148); and 

(2) section 1402 of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (concerning reduced 
cost sharing; 42 U.S.C. 18071). 
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(b) FOR PURPOSES OF THE 5-YEAR ELIGIBILITY WAITING PERIOD UNDER PRWORA.—An individual 
who has met the requirements under this Act for adjustment from conditional nonimmigrant 
status to lawful permanent resident status shall be considered, as of the date of such adjustment, 
to have completed the 5-year period specified in section 403 of the Personal Responsibility and 
Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1613). 

SEC. 15. MILITARY ENLISTMENT. 

Section 504(b)(1) of title 10, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end the following 
new subparagraph: 

“(D) An alien who is a conditional nonimmigrant (as that term is defined in section 5 of 
the DREAM Act of 2010).”. 

SEC. 16. GAO REPORT. 

Not later than 7 years after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Comptroller General of the 
United States shall submit to the Committee on the Judiciary of the Senate and the Committee on 
the Judiciary of the House of Representatives a report setting forth— 

(1) the number of aliens who were eligible for cancellation of removal and grant of 
conditional nonimmigrant status under section 6(a); 

(2) the number of aliens who applied for cancellation of removal and grant of conditional 
nonimmigrant status under section 6(a); 

(3) the number of aliens who were granted conditional nonimmigrant status under section 
6(a); and 

(4) the number of aliens whose status was adjusted to that of an alien lawfully admitted for 
permanent residence under section 8. 

 
Attest: 
 
 
 

Clerk.  
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 Luis Gutiérrez (born December 10, 1953), serving since 1993, was born and raised in 

Chicago. As a Democratic Party member, he is a U.S. Representative for Illinois's 4th 

Congressional district. He has been widely involved in immigration issues. Luis Gutiérrez 

sponsored a DREAM-related bill, H.R. 1582 (Immigrant Children's Educational Advancement 

and Dropout Prevention Act of 2001), for the House of Representatives which was similar to the 

Senate Bill and differed in only minor respects. Since then, Gutiérrez was an influential figure 

supporting the DREAM Act nationwide. In 2007, he introduced H.R. 1645 (STRIVE Act of 

2007) to provide undocumented students with conditional nonimmigrant status, in alignment 

with the DREAM Act of 2007. 

Representing the 18th Congressional District of Texas, Sheila Jackson Lee (born January 

12, 1950) is serving her 11th term as a U.S. Representative. As a Democratic Party member, she 

is a widely-known Black women politician. She has been actively involved as a member of the 

House Committee on the Judiciary, Committee on Homeland Security, and the Budget 

Committee.   

Richard Durbin (born November 21, 1944), serving since 1983 in Congress, served as a 

U.S. Representative from Illinois’s 20th Congressional District from 1983 to 1996. Since 1997, 

he has served as a U.S. Senator from Illinois. He was born in East St. Louis, Illinois, to an Irish-

American father and a Lithuanian-born mother who came to the U.S. as an immigrant. Durbin 

has been the Assistant Democratic Leader since 2005 actively leading various issues. He has 

been known as one of the first politicians who started sponsoring the DREAM Act. Senator 

Durbin, along with Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah, introduced S. 1291, known as the first DREAM 

Act bill, in 2001. Senator Durbin has been an influential and active supporter. In addition to S.B. 
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1265 in 2001, he also introduced S.B. 2075 in 2005 and S.B 774 in 2007, all of which were part 

of the history of the federal DREAM Act.  

Currently the 84th U.S. Attorney General and a former Senator, Jeff Sessions (born 

December 24, 1946) is known as a strong opponent of the DREAM Act as well as Deferred 

Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program. A Republican, he was a U.S. Senator of 

Alabama from 1997 to 2017. Senator Sessions has been one of the most influential opponents of 

the DREAM Act legislation process not only in Congress but also in news media throughout the 

years. Most recently, as Attorney General on behalf of President Trump, he publicly announced 

the official end of the DACA program.  

Since 2003, Steve King (born May 28, 1949), a Republican, has been the Representative 

from Iowa's 4th Congressional district. Before he became a U.S. Representative, King also 

served as Iowa State Senator from 1996 to 2002, representing the 6th district. He has been a 

strong supporter of racial profiling, border security, and individual gun ownership. He also 

worked for passing a law to make English as the official language in Iowa. He is an opponent of 

illegal immigration and undocumented workers and students.   

Dana Rohrabacher (born June 21, 1947) is a U.S. Representative representing California's 

48th Congressional district, currently serving his 13th term in Congress. He was born and grew 

up primarily in California. A Republican, he has been associated with various issues, such as 

immigration reform, national defense, and economic reform. Before he came to Congress in 

1988, Representative Rohrabacher served for seven years as Special Assistant to President 

Reagan, primarily working as one of the speechwriters for the former president. He was also 

well-known as one of the main supporters of California’s Proposition 187 (i.e., a reform 

initiative removing undocumented people from the state's welfare and education rolls). 
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Examples of Metaphors from the Supporters 

1. When I was a school teacher, I never knew how well my kids were doing until I gave 
them a test. That’s when you find out what you’ve really learned. We need to have a test 
right here today in this Chamber. We need to test our tolerance, our fairness, and our 
sense of justice. We need to vote today on the DREAM Act. Will we pass that test? Will 
we get an A or an F? Those who will grade this test are watching. A generation of young 
people are hoping. Their futures are riding on whether we pass this test. Their families 
and communities are watching to see how we do on the test (Gutiérrez). 

2. If you or I were driving down the highway and speeding, pulled over by a policeman and 
given a ticket, we would understand it. But if they also gave a ticket to your young 
daughter in the backseat, you would say: That is not fair. She wasn’t driving. These 
children were not driving when their parents came to America, but they have been trying 
to drive through the obstacles that are here for all new immigrants into this country, and 
they have achieved some remarkable things (Durbin). 

3. Let’s pass the DREAM Act. Let’s make these dreams come true. Let’s stand, once and 
for all, and say this just Nation not only has room but welcomes all this talent that has 
come to our shores (Durbin). 

4. All across this country the leaders at universities and colleges tell us these are the young 
people we want who will make this a better nation. Some of the arguments that have been 
made suggest this is going to be a piece of cake, it is so easy for these young people. It 
will not be. It will be a hard process and a difficult road to follow (Durbin). 

Examples of Metaphors from the Opponents 

1. Well, this is because passage of amnesty bills, such as the DREAM Act, is an immediate 
reward for the illegal entry, with no serious plan to stop the illegal flow. Indeed, the 
legislation incentivizes the flow or the entry of people into our country illegally 
(Sessions). 

2. This is particularly troubling as it contains a potential loophole for high-risk individuals 
placed on the pathway to citizenship. One of the warning signs we missed prior to 9/11 
was the fraudulent visa applications submitted by the 9/11 hijackers. This bill would 
likely make it more difficult to combat immigration fraud from the dangerous regions of 
the Middle East where we have had an unfortunate history of abuse. This DREAM Act 
even contains a safe harbor provision (Sessions). 

3. There are exemptions for fraud, exemptions that go so far as to reward it in a way that if 
someone falsely claims citizenship and was deported, they can’t be adjudicated under 
this. This DREAM Act is an amnesty act, it is a nightmare act, and it must be opposed 
(King). 
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4. And I say that the American people need to pay attention and judge us on our vote on this 
act tonight, the DREAM Act, which is the Nightmare Act. Let’s wake up, America. Your 
country is being taken from you and given to somebody else (Rohrabacher). 

Examples of Rhetorical Questions from the Supporters 

1. We need to vote today on the DREAM Act. Will we pass that test? Will we get an A or 
an F? Those who will grade this test are watching (Gutiérrez). 

2. We also say that if a young person completes two years of college, we will put them on 
the path to legalization. Do you know what percentage of undocumented students go to 
college today? Five percent, one out of 20. It is a huge obstacle for these people (Durbin). 

3. Have they been guilty of a felony or criminal activity beyond simple misdemeanors? It 
disqualifies them. Have they engaged in voter fraud or unlawful voting? It disqualifies 
them. Have they committed marriage fraud? It disqualifies them. Have they abused the 
student visa? It disqualifies them. Have they engaged in any kind of activity that would 
create a public health risk? It disqualifies them (Durbin). 

4. Do we violate our rights and our beliefs that we all are created equal? So I ask my 
colleagues to support a DREAM Act that invests in America, that allows individuals to 
serve America (Jackson Lee). 

Examples of Rhetorical Questions from the Opponents 

1. How do we prove somebody came here at age 15 instead of age 18? How do we prove 
they have been here five years? How do we prove they came here five years ago and 
came at age 17 or 15 or 14? Who is going to investigate that and dispute it, if they submit 
a statement and say they have been here for five years? We have to take the time now to 
investigate all of that? This is not what we need to be doing right now. We have more 
serious challenges to end the illegal flow (Sessions). 

2. Well, what does several million new citizens—or should we say legal residents—of our 
country mean to the well-being of the American people? Yes, we understand that several 
million young illegals now made legal in their status would certainly be their dream, but 
what does it do to other Americans? What is the effect? Is it a dream or a nightmare? 
(Rohrabacher) 

3. Is this in the interest of the United States? Is this in the interest of the American people? I 
say no. And I say that the American people need to pay attention and judge us on our 
vote on this act tonight, the DREAM Act, which is the Nightmare Act. Let’s wake up, 
America. Your country is being taken from you and given to somebody else 
(Rohrabacher). 

4. What does this type of legislation say to the rest of the world and to anyone thinking 
about coming illegally? It says if you can get in the United States and hang on for a 
number of years, sooner or later we are going to reward you by forgiving your illegal 
behavior and putting you on a path to citizenship (Sessions). 
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Examples of Hyperboles from the Supporters 

1. If you meet them and talk to them, you will be convinced, as I am, that this is the single 
best thing we can do for the future of our country, the single best thing we can do in the 
name of justice (Durbin). 

2. It will take more than 20 years before an individual will have the ability to achieve full 
citizenship in the United States (Jackson Lee). 

Examples of Hyperboles from the Opponents 

1. Phoenix, the capital of Arizona, is now known as one of the kidnapping capitals of the 
world (Sessions). 

2. You do not need a high school diploma, a college degree, or military service in order to 
receive amnesty under the DREAM Act as proposed (Sessions).  

3. I am proud that our country has a very liberal and open policy for immigration. We allow 
more legal immigrants into our country than any other country of the world. In fact, all of 
the other countries of the world combined do not permit the legal immigration into their 
societies as we permit into America (Rohrabacher). 

4. What we are really talking about is encouraging a massive flow of illegals into our 
country bringing their children with them (Rohrabacher).  

Examples of Repetitions from the Supporters 

1. That same despair and inequity and unfairness and injustice that their mothers suffer, let’s 
say that this Congress will not allow them to suffer. Let’s say that their work, their sweat, 
and their toil will be responded to by this Congress by saying their children will not 
suffer the consequences of the inaction and unfairness of our immigration system 
(Gutiérrez). 

2. Give them a chance. Give them the opportunity—the opportunity this Congress will not 
give their mothers, who are today finishing toiling in Salinas, California, picking the 
fruit; their mothers who are in sweatshops in New York tonight, finishing their labor; 
their mothers who are in meatpacking plants in Iowa—sweaty, under terrible conditions 
(Gutiérrez). 

3. That is why major business groups have endorsed this legislation, saying we need this 
talent pool. That is why the Secretary of Defense has endorsed this legislation, saying we 
need these young men and women in our military to serve our Nation (Durbin). 

4. Let’s pass the DREAM Act. Let’s make these dreams come true. Let’s stand, once and 
for all, and say this just Nation not only has room but welcomes all this talent that has 
come to our shores (Durbin). 
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Examples of Repetitions from the Opponents 

1. How do we prove somebody came here at age 15 instead of age 18? How do we prove 
they have been here five years? How do we prove they came here five years ago and 
came at age 17 or 15 or 14? (Sessions) 

2. They can say who they want to say they are. They can propose whatever they want to 
propose. They can say they were born in the United States or were brought into the 
United States. And they can say they had done so when they were 15 years old, they 
could have come into the United States when they were 29 years and a day old and still 
be eligible under this bill because there is not a way to verify (King). 

3. This process of no committee hearings, no subcommittee hearings, no subcommittee 
markup, no full committee hearing, no full committee markup, no access to this 
legislation that has changed four times—there are four different iterations here on the 
floor (King). 

4. And what will that do to the education system of our country? What will that do to the 
health care requirements that people now are finding that their own health care facilities 
are overcrowded and that the budgets for providing health care to the less fortunate are 
being strained to the breaking point throughout the country? (Rohrabacher) 

Major Testimonial Examples by the Supporters 

1. I would like to tell you about Lucy Martinez, a second-year undocumented student at 
University of Texas at San Antonio who is among seven protesters who’ve refused to eat 
for 22 days to express her support for The DREAM Act. When asked why she and her 
fellow protestors chose to go on this hunger strike, she responded that she wants us to 
‘‘recognize our sacrifice and hard work. That we want to contribute to this country. We 
don’t have the privilege of waiting. Our future is on the line” (Jackson Lee). 

2. I learned of this issue in Chicago when a young Korean-American mother called and 
said: My daughter, I brought her here when she was two years old and I never filed any 
paperwork. She just completed high school. She has been accepted at Juilliard School of 
Music. She is an accomplished pianist. What should I do? When I contacted our 
immigration authorities, they said: Send her back to Korea. She is not an American 
citizen. She has no status in this country (Durbin). 

3. This is Cesar Vargas. This is an extraordinary young man who came to New York at the 
age of 5, brought here by his parents. When 9/11 occurred, Cesar Vargas went down to 
the recruiters’ office and said: I want to sign up. I want to fight for my country. They 
said: Mr. Vargas, this is not your country. You may have lived here all your life, but you 
have no place here. You cannot enlist. He was disappointed, but he didn’t quit. He went 
on to finish college. He is now in law school. Cesar Vargas is a student at the City 
University of New York School of Law, where he has a 3.0 GPA. He is fluent in Spanish, 
Italian, French and English and he is mastering Cantonese and Russian. When he 
graduates from law school, he will be a choice candidate at some major law firm, but that 
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isn’t what he wants to do. He wants to enlist in the military of the United States of 
America. He cannot do it today because Cesar Vargas, who has lived his entire life, to his 
knowledge, in this country, has no country (Durbin).  

4. I am proud to stand here as the 47th Senator from Illinois and the son of an immigrant. 
My mother came to this country at the age of two from Lithuania, and I thank God her 
mom and dad had the courage to get on that boat and come over here and fight the odds 
and give me a chance to become an American citizen and a Senator. That is what 
America is about. That is the story of our country, the strength, the determination of these 
immigrants and their children (Durbin). 

 

Note that anecdotes were found exclusively in the supporters’ speeches. 
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FREQUENCY OF ELEMENTS IN THE DISCOURSE FRAMES
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Table F.1 

Frequency Information for Luis Gutiérrez’s Framing 

Frames Elements in Framing (Frequency in Order) 
Metacultural 
Frame 

Metacultural Elements: fairness (n = 6), equity/equal opportunity (n = 6), 
the rule of law (n = 4), compassion (n = 4), patriotism (n = 3), justice (n = 
3) 

Policy Frame Problems: unfairness (n = 3), inequity (n = 2), inaction (n = 1), injustice (n 
= 1), immigration system (n = 1) 

 Solution: the DREAM Act (n = 3) 
Rhetorical 
Frame 

Rhetorical Devices: metaphors (n = 19), repetitions (n = 6), testimonial 
examples (n = 2), rhetorical questions (n = 2) 

 Metaphors: test (n = 6), pass (n = 3), fail (n = 2), stand (n = 2), grade (n = 
1), get an A or F 1(n = 1), riding on (n = 1), woman (n = 1), homeless (n = 
1), someone without health care (n = 1)  

 Testimonial Examples: on undocumented students’ mothers (n = 1), on his 
experience as a teacher (n = 1) 

 
 
Table F.2 

Frequency Information for Sheila Jackson Lee’s Framing 

Frames Elements in Framing (Frequency in Order) 
Metacultural 
Frame 

Metacultural Elements: equal opportunity (n = 7), national prosperity (n = 
7), the American dream (n = 2), patriotism (n = 2), the rule of law (n = 1), 
national security (n = 1), fairness (n = 1), effort-optimism (n = 1) 

Policy Frame Problems: illegal status (n = 3), misconception of the DREAM Act (n = 3), 
uncertainty (n = 2), guilt-by-association (n = 1), inequality (n = 1), 
unfairness (n = 1) 

 Solution: the DREAM Act (n = 13) 
Rhetorical 
Frame 

Rhetorical Devices: metaphors (n = 13), citations (n = 5), testimonial 
examples (n = 2), hyperbole (n = 2), rhetorical questions (n = 1) 

 Metaphors: nightmare (n = 2), amnesty (n = 2), path (n = 2), home (n = 1), 
hurdle (n = 1), tailored process (n = 1), shadow (n = 1), line (n =1), 
coalition (n =1) 

 Citations: the Joint Committee on Taxation (n = 1), the Congressional 
Budget Office (n = 1), the Declaration of Independence (n = 1), leaders (N 
= 1), Lucy Martinez (n = 1) 

 Testimonial Examples: on her travel story (n = 1), on Lucy Martinez (n = 
1) 
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Table F.3 

Frequency Information for Richard Durbin’s Framing 

Frames Elements in Framing (Frequency in Order) 
Metacultural 
Frame 

Metacultural Elements: American dream (n = 6), justice (n = 4), fairness 
(n = 4), national security (n = 4), equal opportunity (n = 1), the rule of law 
(n = 1), compassion (n = 1), effort-optimism (n = 1) 

Policy Frame Problems: guilt-by-association (n = 3), illegal status (n = 3), unfairness (n 
= 1), injustice (n = 1) 

 Solution: the DREAM Act (n = 5) 
Rhetorical 
Frame 

Rhetorical Devices: metaphors (n = 20), rhetorical questions (n = 10), 
repetitions (n = 6), citations (n = 6), testimonial examples (n = 4), 
hyperbole (n = 1) 

 Metaphors: obstacle (n = 3), test (n = 2), path (n = 2), road (n = 2), 
daughter (n = 1), ticket (n = 1), pulled over (n = 1), policeman (n = 1), 
driving (n = 1), drive through (n = 1), cake (n = 1), our shores (n = 1), 
dream (n = 1), room (n = 1), talent (n = 1) 

 Citations: immigration authorities (n = 1), the Senator from Alabama (n = 
1), major business groups, (n = 1), the Secretary of Defense (n = 1), some 
of my colleagues (n = 1), the leaders at universities and colleges (n = 1) 

 Testimonial Examples: on Tereza Lee (n = 1), on Cesar Vargas (n = 1), on 
his own mother (n = 1), on undocumented young men and women across 
America (n = 1) 

 
 
Table F.4 

Frequency Information for Jeff Sessions’s Framing 

Frames Elements in Framing (Frequency in Order) 
Metacultural 
Frame 

Metacultural Elements: the rule of law (n = 34), national security (N = 
13), patriotism (n = 8), national prosperity (n = 2), equity/equal 
opportunity (n = 1), freedom (n = 1), property ownership (n = 1) 

Policy Frame Problems: illegality (n = 12), the DREAM Act (n = 11), rewarding 
illegality (n = 6) amnesty (n = 7), unemployment (n = 4), security costs (n 
= 3), immigration fraud (n = 3), inequity for American citizens (n = 2), 
immigration system (n = 2), chain migration (n = 2), burden on the 
American tax payers (n = 1), corruption (n = 1), and uncertainty (n = 1) 

 Solution: stop the DREAM Act (n = 1) 
Rhetorical 
Frame 

Rhetorical Devices: metaphors (n = 30), hyperboles (n = 19), rhetorical 
questions (n = 14), repetitions (n = 3), citations (n = 3) 

 Metaphors: path (n = 5), reward (n = 4), flow (n = 3), chain migration (n 
= 2, safe harbor (n = 1), disaster (n = 1), and burden (n = 1), guns (n = 1), 
drugs (n = 1), torrent (n = 1), suck up (n = 1), cap (n = 1), sunset (n = 1), 
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loophole (n = 1), warning signs (n = 1), wrestle (n = 1), waiting in line (n 
= 1), envy of the world (n = 1), disservice (n = 1) 

 Hyperboles: amnesty (n = 13), massive illegality (n = 2), mass (n = 1), 
Phoenix as a kidnapping capital (n = 1), do not need high school diploma 
(n = 1), indefinite legal status (n = 1) 

 Citations: the Congressional Budget Office (n = 1), the economists (n = 
1), Senator McCain (n = 1) 

 
 
Table F.5 

Frequency Information for Steve King’s Framing 

Frames Elements in Framing (Frequency in Order) 
Metacultural 
Frame 

Metacultural Elements: national security (n = 3), the rule of law (n = 2), 
patriotism (n = 1) 

Policy Frame Problems: amnesty (n = 5), the DREAM Act (n = 4), reward illegality (n = 
3), background checks (n = 2), lawbreakers (n = 1)   

 Solution: stop the DREAM Act (n = 1) 
Rhetorical 
Frame 

Rhetorical Devices: metaphors (n = 11), hyperbole (n = 7), repetitions (n 
= 2), citations (n = 2) 

 Metaphors: nightmare (N = 3), reward (N = 2), door (N = 2), dream (N = 
1), safe harbor (N = 1), sunlight (N = 1) 

 Citations: the Congressional Budget Office (n = 1), the Center for 
Immigration Services (n = 1) 

 Hyperboles: amnesty (n = 6), on the DREAM Act age requirement (n =1) 
 
 
Table F.6 

Frequency Information for Dana Rohrabacher’s Framing 

Frames Elements in Framing (Frequency in Order) 
Metacultural 
Frame 

Metacultural Elements: patriotism (n = 20), the rule of law (n = 16), 
American dream (n = 2), national security (n = 1), national prosperity (n 
= 1), equal opportunity (n = 1) 

Policy Frame Problems: inequity/inequality for Americans (n = 12), illegality (n = 5), 
the DREAM Act (n = 4), the criminal justice system (n = 1) 

 Solution: stop the DREAM Act (n = 4) 
Rhetorical 
Frame 

Rhetorical Devices: rhetorical questions (n = 11), metaphors (n = 8), 
hyperbole (n = 5), repetitions (n = 1) 

 Metaphors: nightmare (n = 3), flow (n = 2), dream (n = 1), take their spot 
(n = 1), wake up (n = 1) 

 Hyperboles: amnesty (n = 2), a massive flow of illegals (n = 2), We allow 
more legal immigrants into our country than any other country (n = 1) 
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Supporting the DREAM: Representative Luis Gutiérrez (a) 

When I was a school teacher, I never knew how well my kids were doing until I gave 

them a test. That’s when you find out what you’ve really learned. We need to have a test right 

here today in this Chamber. We need to test our tolerance, our fairness, and our sense of justice. 

We need to vote today on the DREAM Act.  

Will we pass that test? Will we get an A or an F? Those who will grade this test are 

watching. A generation of young people are hoping. Their futures are riding on whether we pass 

this test. Their families and communities are watching to see how we do on the test. Our Nation 

wants to see if we are compassionate, if we have the courage do what is right.  

This is a pass or fail test. Our kids, our young people, they have all passed. They have 

worked hard. They planned for a better future, and they love this country. They love America. 

Today, I urge my colleagues not to fail these kids and to reward their love by the passage of the 

DREAM Act. 

 

Supporting the DREAM: Representative Luis Gutiérrez (b) 

Mr. Speaker, I come here this evening to say to you, yes, let’s give the DREAM kids an 

opportunity. They are American in everything but on a piece of paper. They are just like my 

children and your children. So I say, too:  

Give them a chance. Give them the opportunity—the opportunity this Congress will not 

give their mothers, who are today finishing toiling in Salinas, California, picking the fruit; their 

mothers who are in sweatshops in New York tonight, finishing their labor; their mothers who are 

in meatpacking plants in Iowa—sweaty, under terrible conditions.  
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That same despair and inequity and unfairness and injustice that their mothers suffer, let’s 

say that this Congress will not allow them to suffer. Let’s say that their work, their sweat, and 

their toil will be responded to by this Congress by saying their children will not suffer the 

consequences of the inaction and unfairness of our immigration system.  

We know that there are millions of undocumented workers—their parents—who work 

and sweat and toil every day to make this Nation greater. They were wrong about the Irish. They 

were wrong about the Italians. They have been wrong about immigrants in the past, and they are 

wrong about the immigrants today and about these children of immigrants.  

Let this Congress stand as it has stood before for immigrants. I stand here today also as a 

Democrat, as a Democrat who understands that the rule of law must also be conditioned by 

justice and fairness and compassion. I stand here in the same manner as we have stood up when 

the rule of law said to a woman, You will not earn equal pay, and in the same manner as when 

someone of sexual orientation has been abused, and we say, That will not be tolerated.  

When there is someone without health care, we say we will provide health care. We look 

at the rule of law, and we see homeless and we want to provide housing to them. And today, just 

as we have faced that unfairness and those inequities in our system, we have come here, yes, to 

support the rule of law, but to change the law when it is unfair. Today, change it for this 

generation of young men and women. We must stand up for them. 

 

Supporting the DREAM: Representative Sheila Jackson Lee 

Mr. Speaker, to my friends on the other side of the aisle, these children have not broken 

the law, these are not criminals, and the only nightmare that I can imagine is the nightmare of 

violating the rights of these wonderful children who want an opportunity to serve America.  
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First of all, they have to be in the country for 5 years already, and they cannot change 

their status for another 10 years. It could be almost 20 years. And then you have the opportunity 

for them to invest in this country after they have received their education equaling up to $1 

trillion. Do we violate our rights and our beliefs that we all are created equal?  

So I ask my colleagues to support a DREAM Act that invests in America, that allows 

individuals to serve America. It is not amnesty; it is people wanting to serve this country, to 

pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America.  

Stand for what is right. Vote for the DREAM Act. Believe in our values. We are all 

created equal.  

I rise today in strong support of the Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors 

Act, better known as the DREAM Act.  

The DREAM Act is designed to provide a path to legal status for young people of good 

moral character brought to the United States as children. There are an estimated 2.1 million 

undocumented children and young adults in the United States who might be eligible to receive 

legal status under the DREAM Act. My home state of Texas is home to 12 percent of potential 

DREAM Act beneficiaries, second only to California (26 percent).  

Each year, tens of thousands of these undocumented students graduate from primary or 

secondary school, often at the top of their classes. They have the potential to be future doctors, 

nurses, teachers, and entrepreneurs, but they experience unique hurdles to achieving success in 

this country. Through no fault of their own, their lack of status may prevent them from attending 

college, working legally, and joining the military. The DREAM Act would provide an 

opportunity for them to live up to their full potential and make greater contributions to the U.S. 

economy and society.  
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These students are culturally American, growing up here and often having little 

attachment to their country of birth. They tend to be bicultural and fluent in English. They are 

honor roll students, athletes, class presidents, valedictorians, and aspiring teachers, engineers, 

and doctors. Yet, because of their immigration status, their day-to-day lives are severely 

restricted and their futures are uncertain. They cannot legally drive, vote, or work. Moreover, at 

any time, these young men and women can be, and sometimes are, deported to countries they 

barely know.  

Not only will the DREAM Act provide undocumented youth with the opportunity to 

achieve their dreams, but it will also have a positive impact on our economy. DREAM eligible 

students are already working hard and contributing to this economy and will not create new 

competition for Americans. Removing the uncertainty of undocumented status allows legalized 

immigrants to earn higher wages and move into higher-paying occupations, and also encourages 

them to invest more in their own education, open bank accounts, buy homes, and start 

businesses.  

By allowing these students to come out of the shadows and work legally in the U.S., we 

will expand our Nation’s tax base and will essentially be making an investment in our country. 

According to the Joint Committee on Taxation, over a period of 10 years, increasing the number 

of authorized workers in the United States would increase tax revenues by at least $2.3 billion. 

Moreover, the Congressional Budget Office found that the DREAM Act would also help to 

reduce the deficit by $1.4 billion over 10 years.  

Despite the potential good that would come from enactment of the DREAM Act, there 

are still misconceptions about what exactly it will do. The DREAM Act does not provide blanket 

amnesty, but rather, it creates a narrowly tailored process to put young people on the path to 
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legalization. These young people must meet certain criteria, including living in the United States 

the majority of their lives, graduating from high school, and completing at least two years of 

college. They must also exhibit characteristics of good moral character. Criminals or those who 

pose a threat to our national security would remain ineligible and be subject to deportation.  

Furthermore, the DREAM Act does not give undocumented students immediate 

citizenships. In fact, it only provides for conditional status, which imposes heavy requirements 

on students before they can even apply for citizenship, including paying back taxes and 

demonstrating the ability to read, write, and speak English. It will take more 20 years before an 

individual will have the ability to achieve full citizenship in the United States. Moreover, it will 

take more than 28 years before an individual given legal status under the DREAM Act will be 

able to petition for a relative to come to the United States.  

In my global travels to places like Africa, Asia, and Latin America, I have had the 

opportunity to interact with many children. Despite their many differences, there is one unifying 

factor—their love, respect, and adoration for the United States of America. The Declaration of 

Independence reminds us that we are all created equal. The students who would be impacted by 

the DREAM Act are more like you and me than most realize, and they deserve to have the ability 

to participate and contribute to America.  

The DREAM Act is supported by military leaders, labor unions, business leaders, and a 

majority of American voters. I would like to tell you about Lucy Martinez, a second-year 

undocumented student at University of Texas at San Antonio who is among seven protesters 

who’ve refused to eat for 22 days to express her support for The DREAM Act. When asked why 

she and her fellow protestors chose to go on this hunger strike, she responded that she wants us 
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to ‘‘recognize our sacrifice and hard work. That we want to contribute to this country. We don’t 

have the privilege of waiting. Our future is on the line.’’  

It is time that we decide whether to stand with this broad-based coalition, or continue to 

unfairly punish young people who were brought to this country through no fault of their own. I 

ask my colleagues to stand with me today and vote in favor of the DREAM Act. 

 

Supporting the DREAM:  Senator Richard Durbin 

Mr. President, I thank the minority for giving me this opportunity to speak. Later in this 

queue of votes there will be a vote on an issue known as the DREAM Act. I introduced this bill 

10 years ago. What I am attempting to do in this bill is to try to resolve an item of great injustice 

in America.  

All across this country are young boys and girls, young men and women who came to 

this country with their parents when they were only children, who were brought in by parents 

who were here in illegal status. They could have been parents who came here on a student visa 

and stayed beyond when they were supposed to. But the children have been raised in America. 

They have grown up in this country.  

I learned of this issue in Chicago when a young Korean-American mother called and 

said: My daughter, I brought her here when she was 2 years old and I never filed any paperwork. 

She just completed high school. She has been accepted at Juilliard School of Music. She is an 

accomplished pianist. What should I do?  

When I contacted our immigration authorities, they said: Send her back to Korea. She is 

not an American citizen. She has no status in this country. 
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Multiply that story many times over and you will know why I introduced the DREAM 

Act. If you or I were driving down the highway and speeding, pulled over by a policeman and 

given a ticket, we would understand it. But if they also gave a ticket to your young daughter in 

the backseat, you would say: That is not fair. She wasn’t driving. These children were not 

driving when their parents came to America, but they have been trying to drive through the 

obstacles that are here for all new immigrants into this country, and they have achieved some 

remarkable things.  

I met these young men and women across America. They are inspiring in terms of what 

they achieve coming from poor immigrant families. They are the valedictorians of their classes, 

they are presidents and stars on the sports teams and the people who win the college bowls and 

they are undocumented. They have no country and they have no place to go.  

So we said, in the name of compassion and justice, give these young people a chance. I 

introduced the bill 10 years ago and I have been fighting ever since to pass it and this afternoon 

we will have the chance to move to this bill, the DREAM Act. But we don’t make it easy on 

these young people. Despite the fact that half the Hispanics in this country today do not graduate 

from high school, we require, for example, that all children covered by the DREAM Act must 

graduate from high school. As to this argument by the Senator from Alabama that they may go to 

a phony or fake high school, let me tell you these young people are going to be carefully 

scrutinized. They have to meet the test.  

That is not all they have to meet. There will be other tests too. Have they been guilty of a 

felony or criminal activity beyond simple misdemeanors? It disqualifies them.  

Have they engaged in voter fraud or unlawful voting? It disqualifies them. Have they 

committed marriage fraud? It disqualifies them. Have they abused the student visa? It 
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disqualifies them. Have they engaged in any kind of activity that would create a public health 

risk? It disqualifies them.  

For 10 years, these young people will have a chance to do one of two things: To enlist in 

our military—think of that. We have young undocumented people in this country today who are 

willing to risk their lives to serve in the U.S. military alongside our heroes, our men and women 

currently serving.  

Let me tell you the story of one I have met. This is Cesar Vargas. This is an extraordinary 

young man who came to New York at the age of 5, brought here by his parents. When 9/11 

occurred, Cesar Vargas went down to the recruiters’ office and said: I want to sign up. I want to 

fight for my country.  

They said: Mr. Vargas, this is not your country. You may have lived here all your life, 

but you have no place here. You cannot enlist.  

He was disappointed, but he didn’t quit. He went on to finish college. He is now in law 

school. Cesar Vargas is a student at the City University of New York School of Law, where he 

has a 3.0 GPA. He is fluent in Spanish, Italian, French and English and he is mastering 

Cantonese and Russian. When he graduates from law school, he will be a choice candidate at 

some major law firm, but that isn’t what he wants to do. He wants to enlist in the military of the 

United States of America. He cannot do it today because Cesar Vargas, who has lived his entire 

life, to his knowledge, in this country, has no country. The DREAM Act will give him a chance 

to volunteer to serve America. If he does, it puts him on a path to become a citizen. I think that is 

fair.  

We also say that if a young person completes 2 years of college, we will put them on the 

path to legalization. Do you know what percentage of undocumented students go to college 
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today? Five percent, 1 out of 20. It is a huge obstacle for these people. Yet they are prepared to 

clear that obstacle and, if they do, they will wait for 10 years with conditional immigrant status. 

What does it mean? They have no legal rights for 10 years, even if they do these things—enlist 

in the military or go on to finish 2 years of college. For 10 years, they cannot draw a Pell grant, a 

Federal student loan, no Medicaid, no government health programs—they don’t qualify for any 

of it for 10 years. Then, we put them in a process of another 3 years of close examination and 

scrutiny before they reach the stage of legalization—13 years.  

Do you know what. Some of them are going to make that journey successfully because 

that is who they are. If you meet these young people, you will understand some of the things said 

on the floor are so wrong. These are the most energetic, idealistic young people you can meet in 

your life. They are tomorrow’s lawyers and doctors and engineers. That is why major business 

groups have endorsed this legislation, saying we need this talent pool. That is why the Secretary 

of Defense has endorsed this legislation, saying we need these young men and women in our 

military to serve our Nation. We can give them a chance to serve, we can put them on a road that 

will be difficult but no more difficult than what they have gone through in their lives or we can 

say, no, wait for another day.  

Some of my colleagues have said we will take up the DREAM Act once the borders of 

America are safe. I have signed up for every bill, virtually everything that has been proposed to 

make our borders safe. Come July, we put $600 million more into border protection. I didn’t 

object. Do it. Let’s make our borders safe. But for goodness’ sake, is it fair to say to these young 

people you cannot have a life until our borders are the safest in the world, when we have the 

longest border in the world between the United States and Mexico? Keep working on making 
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those borders safe but give these young people a chance. These people embody what I consider 

to be the immigrant spirit which makes America what it is today.  

I am proud to stand here as the 47th Senator from Illinois and the son of an immigrant. 

My mother came to this country at the age of 2 from Lithuania, and I thank God her mom and 

dad had the courage to get on that boat and come over here and fight the odds and give me a 

chance to become an American citizen and a Senator.  

That is what America is about. That is the story of our country, the strength, the 

determination of these immigrants and their children.  

These people are important to our future. These young men and women deserve that 

chance, and we will have an opportunity today. I know some vote against it for a variety of 

reasons, and I don’t question their motives at all, but I hope they get a chance to meet these 

young people. They are all over Capitol Hill. They do not have paid lobbyists. They are walking 

around, usually in graduation gowns and mortar boards because that is what they want, a chance 

to go to school and improve themselves. If you meet them and talk to them, you will be 

convinced, as I am, that this is the single best thing we can do for the future of our country, the 

single best thing we can do in the name of justice. This is our current challenge when it comes to 

the future of immigration.  

I urge my colleagues on both sides of the aisle to ignore and set aside some of the 

arguments that have been made that do not stand up to scrutiny. To understand what we are 

doing in this bill is to give these young people a chance but to hold them to a standard which 

very few of us can live up to. We want to make sure they apply within 1 year of this bill passing. 

We want to make sure they have their chance to succeed. When they do, we will be a better 

nation for it.  
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All across this country the leaders at universities and colleges tell us these are the young 

people we want who will make this a better nation. Some of the arguments that have been made 

suggest this is going to be a piece of cake, it is so easy for these young people. It will not be. It 

will be a hard process and a difficult road to follow. But in the name of justice, in the name of 

fairness, give these young people a chance—a chance to be part of this great country.  

Every single one of us, but for those who were Native Americans here long before the 

White people arrived, have come to this country as immigrants— not this generation perhaps but 

in previous generations. Those who were African American have come against their will. The 

fact is, they are here, and they are what makes America the great Nation it is. Our diversity is our 

strength and these young people are as strong as they come.  

Let’s pass the DREAM Act. Let’s make these dreams come true. Let’s stand, once and 

for all, and say this just Nation not only has room but welcomes all this talent that has come to 

our shores. I yield the floor. 

 

Opposing the DREAM: Senator Jeff Sessions 

Mr. President, I understand it is likely the majority leader will seek to bring up the 

DREAM Act in a day or two. This is a very bad piece of legislation, and it is being presented at a 

time when we have massive illegality at our borders.  

One of the fundamental things that separates America from the other nations of the world 

is our commitment to the rule of law. We enforce our contracts and our statutes. We punish 

corruption. One of the great advantages this Nation has over others is the degree to which there is 

integrity in our process here. We protect the rights and privileges of citizenship. We know one of 

our most unique and valuable characteristics is our legal system.  
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Law is a necessary condition for a free society. Freedom cannot flourish in chaos. 

Prosperity cannot arise in an uncertain environment. Yet we have allowed our borders to descend 

into chaos and lawlessness. For decades, we have failed to uphold the rule of law. We have failed 

to protect the integrity of citizenship in America and the law.  

Even now, in a post-9/11 world, we still lack control over who comes into our country. 

Every day, guns, drugs, unknown people, unlawfully pour across our broken border.  

The consequences of the government’s failure are felt keenly by those living in our 

border States. Ranchers living on U.S. soil must confront the chaos as a reality of daily life. They 

are denied the peaceable possession of their private property. Phoenix, the capital of Arizona, is 

now known as one of the kidnapping capitals of the world.  

Yet it does not have to be this way. With enough will and determined execution of a 

carefully developed plan, executed by a President and supported by a Congress that has as its 

serious goal the elimination of this illegality, it will be successful and can be successful in just a 

few years.  

It is not impossible. That is what the public wants and this is what our political leaders 

have obstinately refused to do. Americans are willing—and I am certainly willing—to consider 

some sort of status for those who have peacefully lived and worked in our country for some 

extended period of time, but only after we have secured the border. As long as you continue to 

provide amnesty for people who come into our country and stay here for a period of time, you 

incentivize further illegality.  

Well, this is because passage of amnesty bills, such as the DREAM Act, is an immediate 

reward for the illegal entry, with no serious plan to stop the illegal flow. Indeed, the legislation 

incentivizes the flow or the entry of people into our country illegally.  
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What does this type of legislation say to the rest of the world and to anyone thinking 

about coming illegally? It says if you can get in the United States and hang on for a number of 

years, sooner or later we are going to reward you by forgiving your illegal behavior and putting 

you on a path to citizenship. That is not the message we need to send.  

The public will not allow us to repeat the mistakes of the 1986 amnesty. We have 

discussed that so many times. They will not fall for the ruse that we can have amnesty first and 

security later. They understand that if we do not secure the border first, we may never secure it at 

all. We certainly have not done so as of this date.  

Despite this—and despite historic losses in the recent election—the Democratic leaders 

of this Congress are now pushing a reckless proposal for mass amnesty known as the DREAM 

Act.  

At a time when our Nation is struggling with high unemployment and runaway 

government spending, the bill would authorize millions of illegal workers and impose an even 

greater burden on the taxpayers. Making matters worse, those eligible for the DREAM Act 

amnesty include illegal aliens with criminal records. And all of this is being rushed through a 

lameduck Congress with no committee review.  

The Democratic leaders have even introduced four versions of the same bill in just over 2 

months—3 in the last 13 days. It has been a shell game that abuses the legislative process. Is it 

any wonder that the American people have lost faith in this institution?  

Americans want us to enforce the laws, but we are considering a bill that would reward 

and encourage their violation. Americans want Congress to end the lawlessness, but this bill 

would surrender to it.  

Consider a few of the DREAM Act’s most troubling provisions:  
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First, the DREAM Act is not limited to children. Illegal aliens as old as 30 or 35 are 

eligible on the date of the enactment of the bill. And they remain eligible to apply at any future 

age, as the registration window does not close. You do not need a high school diploma, a college 

degree, or military service in order to receive amnesty under the DREAM Act as proposed.  

Illegal aliens can receive indefinite legal status as long as they have a GED, the 

alternative to a high school diploma. They can receive permanent legal status and a guaranteed 

path to citizenship as long as they complete just 2 years of college or trade school.  

One version of the DREAM Act offers illegal aliens in-State tuition for which many 

Americans are not eligible. All four versions provide illegal aliens with Federal education 

benefits, such as work-study programs, Federal student loans, and access to public colleges that 

are already short on spaces and resources.  

The Congressional Budget Office is the entity that gives us technical data about 

legislation. It is a pretty objective group. It is hired by the Democratic leader, the Democratic 

majority, but I think most of the time they try to do the right thing. They say the bill would add 

$5 billion to the deficit. But that number really, I have to say, is low. The CBO clearly failed to 

account for a number of major cost factors associated with implementation of the DREAM Act. 

Of course, they haven’t had much time to make this analysis since the most recent version was 

introduced just 5 days ago. The CBO fails to account for unemployment, public education cost, 

chain migration, and fraud. Furthermore, it did not take into account what history has proven: 

passing amnesty will incentivize even more illegality and lawlessness at the border.  

In addition, the CBO assumes a large portion of these individuals will obtain jobs, but 

there is no surplus of job opportunities in American today. Unemployment just went up from 9.6 

to 9.8— almost 10 percent. It has remained high for an exceedingly long period of time. The 
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economists are telling us we are going to have to look forward to much higher unemployment 

than we have been used to in the past. Well, nobody is scoring the fact that many American job 

seekers will not get a job if large numbers—a million or more—of illegal aliens are converted to 

legal status and start competing for jobs, and perhaps denying them that job, which may have 

good benefits and good pay. Conservative estimates say that between 1.3 and 2.1 million illegal 

aliens will be immediately eligible for this DREAM Act amnesty, but that number will grow 

significantly as the bill has no cap or sunset to it. Moreover, those who obtain legal status can 

then petitions for their relatives. Under the DREAM Act, illegal aliens are put on a path to 

citizenship—first they receive conditional status, then legal permanent resident status, and finally 

citizenship. After they are naturalized, they can then, through the chain migration process, apply 

to bring in their relatives. Some of the people they might apply to bring in are likely to be the 

persons who brought them here illegally. As a result, the number of green cards granted could 

easily triple what is expected.  

Many with criminal records will also be eligible for the DREAM Act’s amnesty. They 

simply must have less than three misdemeanor convictions— under the Act, Congress is 

arbitrarily determining that two misdemeanors is OK while three is not so good. Those 

potentially eligible would include drunk drivers, gang members, and even those who have 

committed certain sexual offenses.  

The most recent version of the bill also gives the Secretary of Homeland Security broad 

authority to waive ineligibility for even the most severe criminal offenders and those who pose a 

threat to our national security. Many such offenses include indecent exposure, DUI, smaller 

thefts, and drug charges. Some of them are charged as felonies and very routinely reduced to 
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misdemeanors. Two misdemeanor drug convictions won’t bar you from being protected under 

this act and being able to have a guaranteed path to citizenship.  

Those who commit document fraud or who lie to immigration authorities will be eligible 

for the bill’s amnesty as well. This is particularly troubling as it contains a potential loophole for 

high-risk individuals placed on the pathway to citizenship. One of the warning signs we missed 

prior to 9/11 was the fraudulent visa applications submitted by the 9/11 hijackers. This bill would 

likely make it more difficult to combat immigration fraud from the dangerous regions of the 

Middle East where we have had an unfortunate history of abuse.  

This DREAM Act even contains a safe harbor provision—very significant—that would 

prevent many applicants from being removed as long as their application is pending. If they have 

a serious criminal record, they would normally be subjected to deportation. This provision could 

dramatically hinder Federal authorities and will undoubtedly unleash a torrent of costly litigation 

that will suck up untold hours of our law enforcement personnel’s time and ability and resources 

that ought to be focused on the border.  

If somebody who has been apprehended for illegally being in the country or committing a 

serious crime can come into court and assert they have filed a petition under the DREAM Act, 

they can not be deported. This is really a problem because if a facility does not have enough bed 

space, what are we supposed to do? Are we now going to have investigators drop what they are 

doing and go out and try to prove that someone was here before the age of 16? Did they really 

have a GED or is that a forged document? How many criminal convictions do they have? This 

all has to be investigated now. It could takes weeks or even months. So what happens? Are we 

going to keep those individuals in jail instead of deporting them? How much cost is involved in 

that? All of that is not counted in this process.  
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I just want to say that my experience in law enforcement is that there are not enough 

people to do those investigations and we are going to have millions of applications. How do we 

prove somebody came here at age 15 instead of age 18? How do we prove they have been here 5 

years? How do we prove they came here 5 years ago and came at age 17 or 15 or 14? Who is 

going to investigate that and dispute it, if they submit a statement and say they have been here 

for 5 years? We have to take the time now to investigate all of that? This is not what we need to 

be doing right now. We have more serious challenges to end the illegal flow. And for people 

who have been here a long time and who have otherwise been good citizens and have worked 

hard, we can figure out some way to deal with their future. But I do not believe this is the right 

step. It is not the right step.  

In short, I believe the bill will be a disaster. Yet our Democratic leadership remains 

committed in their push for this amnesty provision. They are again defying the public will and 

sending the world a message that our Nation is not serious about the integrity of our borders and 

our laws.  

American citizenship is the envy of the world, but central to our Nation’s greatness is our 

respect for the rule of law. None of us that I am aware of in this Senate is proposing to in any 

significant way reduce the number of people who come to our country lawfully. Indeed, there are 

many provisions to increase the number who come lawfully. But the American people are rightly 

saying: We have to do something about the illegality. By eroding the respect for law through 

reckless and irresponsible amnesty provisions, we would do a disservice not only to the 300 

million Americans who call this Nation their home but to all those future citizens who are 

applying and waiting in line to enter our country lawfully.  
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I feel strongly about this. Hopefully, this matter will not be proceeded with. We need to 

wrestle with how to bring our immigration system under control. We can do that. I have studied 

it for some time. I truly believe it can be done.  

Senator MCCAIN from Arizona, who has been to the border a great deal, has said that 

within a year or two we can end this massive illegality. I have been saying that for a number of 

years. I truly believe it. But we need to focus on that, not focus on rewards for those who have 

entered illegally. That is why this legislation should not pass. I thank the Chair. I yield the floor 

and note the absence of a quorum. 

 

Opposing the DREAM: Representative Steve King 

Mr. Speaker, I thank the gentlelady for yielding.  

I rise in opposition to this rule and the bill, H.R. 5281. I agree with some of the presenters 

before me. It is not a DREAM Act. It’s a nightmare act. It’s one of those pieces of legislation 

that if the proponents actually understood the components of it, some of them would peel off, 

some of them would change their mind, and some of them would wish they could but they’re on 

record and can’t.  

The nightmare act is amnesty. Now, we need to come to an agreement on what amnesty 

is. I have long said that to grant amnesty is to pardon immigration lawbreakers and reward them 

with the objective of their crime. This legislation seeks to reward those who are, under the law, 

eligible for being sent back to their home countries.  

Now, it’s everybody that says they came in on the day of their birth until the last day 

before they turned 16, but we don’t have any way of verifying this. The certification and the 

background checks are completely impossible. About 50 percent of the people that come into the 
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United States across our southern border don’t have a legal existence in their home country, 

meaning they don’t have birth certificates or a track of their life like we normally have here, so 

it’s impossible to do background checks. They can say who they want to say they are. They can 

propose whatever they want to propose. They can say they were born in the United States or 

were brought into the United States. And they can say they had done so when they were 15 years 

old, they could have come into the United States when they were 29 years and a day old and still 

be eligible under this bill because there is not a way to verify. So this is the thing that is designed 

to tug at our heartstrings, and it opens the door for amnesty, and it lays the foundation for a 

whole series of other pieces of amnesty components.  

But truthfully, this process is illegitimate. This is a repudiated, rejected 111th Congress. 

The American people went to the polls in unprecedented numbers, and they voted an 

unprecedented number of people out of office and put new faces in here. This lame duck session 

should never be used for a large agenda, and it has already been invalidated. Keep faith with the 

American people. Lame duck sessions are to provide the functions of government that can’t be 

legitimately provided until the new Congress is gaveled in on January 4.   

This process of no committee hearings, no subcommittee hearings, no subcommittee 

markup, no full committee hearing, no full committee markup, no access to this legislation that 

has changed four times—there are four different iterations here on the floor—and now a same-

day rule up before the Rules Committee that still is the only committee that I know of on the Hill 

that meets without cameras, without the public presence knowing what is going on up there. I 

look forward to an open door and sunlight on the Rules Committee.  

But this CBO score that they tout as actually a plus for the government ignores that the 

CBO score says it is a $5 billion deficit spending in the second decade and likely for each decade 
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thereafter. It ignores CIS, the Center for Immigration Services score, which scores the cost to 

local government, State and local government, at $6.2 billion annually for the cost of providing 

education to the people that would otherwise be eligible for deportation.  

It triples the number of green cards. And it provides safe harbor, safe harbor for ‘‘any 

alien’’ who has a pending application under the DREAM Act. So if someone comes in, they can 

be 79 years old or 99 years old, they allege that they are younger than that, file the application 

under the DREAM Act, and now we have to go forward and adjudicate and determine you really 

weren’t 16 or a day before 16 when you came into America, and you really weren’t under 30 

when you filed this application. But it is certain if this becomes law, there will be people into 

their late thirties and perhaps into their forties that would be granted citizenship underneath this 

because it takes that long to process.  

There are exemptions for fraud, exemptions that go so far as to reward it in a way that if 

someone falsely claims citizenship and was deported, they can’t be adjudicated under this.  

This DREAM Act is an amnesty act, it is a nightmare act, and it must be opposed. There 

is more to be said in a broader debate, and I hope to engage in that. 

 

Opposing the DREAM: Representative Dana Rohrabacher 

Mr. Speaker, tonight this Congress passed the so called DREAM Act. Several of us on 

the floor of the House said that this act would be more accurately referred to as the ‘‘affirmative 

action amnesty act.’’  

The bill is a piece of legislation that the American people should pay close attention to, 

and they should see whether or not their Representatives in Congress are, indeed, representing 
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their interests or if they are involved in supporting the interests of the people who are not citizens 

of this country and who have come here illegally.  

Now in this case, this bill would not grant amnesty to all illegal immigrants, but instead, 

the reason it’s called the DREAM Act is because it would legalize the status of several million 

illegals who are young people in our country. Well, what does several million new citizens—or 

should we say legal residents—of our country mean to the well-being of the American people? 

Yes, we understand that several million young illegals now made legal in their status would 

certainly be their dream, but what does it do to other Americans? What is the effect? Is it a dream 

or a nightmare? The American people need to look and see who voted for what and who is 

representing whose interests here.  

I want to note that illegal immigration is probably one of the greatest threats to the well-

being of my constituents, and they understand that. And I would think that people throughout our 

country understand that the quality of our education is going down, the quality of America’s 

health care is going down, our personal security— meaning the security of our neighborhoods 

and our families—is going down as the criminal justice system is put under incredible strains by 

this massive flow of illegals into our country.  

By legalizing the status of 2 million younger illegal immigrants, what we are doing is 

making sure that those people who are considering coming to our country illegally will certainly 

bring their children—all of them—with them, realizing that the chances are that if the American 

people see that someone’s here illegally and is a young person, we now have set the precedent 

that we will legalize their status sometime in the future.  

What we are really talking about is encouraging a massive flow of illegals into our 

country bringing their children with them. And what will that do to the education system of our 
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country? What will that do to the health care requirements that people now are finding that their 

own health care facilities are overcrowded and that the budgets for providing health care to the 

less fortunate are being strained to the breaking point throughout the country?  

This bill was done at the expense of the American people. The young people who they 

are helping, the young people who supposedly would be assisted in getting a college education if 

they go to school, they’re going to have their status legalized. Yes, those people may be helped, 

but it is being done directly at the expense of the American people.  

This is about as bad as it gets when we have Members of Congress that, instead of 

considering what this will do, what their actions will do in harm to their own constituents, have 

decided just to, yes, side with those people— who are wonderful people overseas. There is no 

doubt about most of the young people we are talking about, and most of the illegal immigrants 

coming into our country are wonderful people, but their well-being—we are not being selfish by 

suggesting that at a time of unemployment, a time when the budgets for all of our own programs 

are being strained to the breaking point, that we have to take care of our own people before we 

encourage other people to come here illegally.  

I am proud that our country has a very liberal and open policy for immigration. We allow 

more legal immigrants into our country than any other country of the world. In fact, all of the 

other countries of the world combined do not permit the legal immigration into their societies as 

we permit into America. But if we don’t watch out for our people, if we do not carefully look at 

this issue and try to say what is good for our people, our people will be severely damaged, and 

that will be the product of the DREAM Act. It will be the Nightmare Act of the American 

people.  
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Perhaps the worst element of this is this bill—and I know there are many people who are 

suggesting that that’s not true, but it is true that this bill will provide an affirmative action status 

for those illegals who have been legalized who happen to come from a minority background. 

Now, most illegal immigrants who come here are Hispanics or some other minority. Thus, if 

their status is legalized, all of a sudden all of the laws that give preference to minorities in the 

United States, all of these preferences are provided to these people who were illegal just a few 

days ago.  

We are not providing equality. What we’re providing is that illegals now will take their 

spot at the head of the line when it comes to job training, when it comes to education and being 

accepted at universities. In terms of all of these types of programs in which racial preferences 

have been written into the law, these illegals will now have a status ahead of U.S. citizens. This 

is about as bad as it gets.  

This Congress is supposed to represent the interests of the American people. In this case, 

the interests of the American people were betrayed with a misplaced value system being focused 

on the plight of, yes, some very deserving young people—several million of them—who are here 

illegally. I would hope that the American people take a look closely at this vote and realize what 

it signifies.  

There are many people struggling right now in our country. Our social programs are 

strained to the breaking point. And yes, what happens when you legalize the status of several 

million young people and you make sure that these young people, many of whom are of a 

minority status, that they then receive the preferences written into our law for our own minority 

citizens? It will cause great damage to our country and to the very most vulnerable Americans 

that we are supposed to be representing.  
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So tonight I would ask the American people to look closely at the vote of their Member 

of Congress. Was their Member of Congress representing them? Was their Member of Congress 

representing, and with all good intentions, but representing the interests of someone else? I 

would say that the illegal immigration issue is an issue that reflects that dichotomy more in our 

country than any of the other major issues that we face as a people. So tonight the choice is stark, 

and the people here have cast their vote. It is now time for the American people to hold us 

accountable; if we are representing their interests and the interests of the less fortunate people in 

our society or whether or not we are giving away scarce resources and putting our own people in 

jeopardy in order to perhaps attract as voters, or whatever, illegal immigrants who are coming to 

our society and thus attracting even more illegals to come here. And of course, now after they 

come here, they will make sure that they bring their entire family. And once, by the way, a young 

person is legalized, that young person, through family unification laws and programs, will be 

able to then start the action necessary to bring even more and more illegals into our country to 

have their status changed.  

Is this in the interest of the United States? Is this in the interest of the American people? I 

say no. And I say that the American people need to pay attention and judge us on our vote on this 

act tonight, the DREAM Act, which is the Nightmare Act.  

Let’s wake up, America. Your country is being taken from you and given to somebody 

else. 
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